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Think about having the fu

engineering control you've alway
dreamed of - being able to Enc
the whispers as well as tic,

screams in your station's sound.
crafting an aural signature that's
so good, so transparent, yr-)
have people callinn
how you do it.

Vorsis Dynamics Control

dynamics controi - AL*, ana
compression - and came up
with a design that's intelligent
AND amazingly flexible to
control and shape ye, r

"sound."

Five -band AGC
the VP -8) ensures a c.
tent spectral balance. V0i,S-

exclusive SSTTM Sweet Spot
Technology manages the behav-
ior of the AGC in real-time so that

WIEN
The loudness wars are over.

The winner? Nobody. Why?
Because when everyone be-
came as loud as possible,

using the same limited tools, the
personality of every station got
lost. We call it "the sameness
syndrome."

We hate the sameness syndrome

and believe it's a good part of
the reason ears are turning to
alternate sources. They are just

plain tired. Fatigued.

Imagine, then, scanning a radio
dial and finding an aural oasis
- sound that's breathtaking in
its natural quality, but loud and
still retaining a sense of dynamic
range. Impossible? If you think
so, you haven't heard Vorsis.

Vorsis is the first line of air -chain

processors designed for today's
21st century radio listener. It's

a complete ground -up rethink
ing of the tired and traditio-
approach that is inescapab,
with those well-known proces-
sors. Here we talk about a few
of the innovations that make
the flagship AP -2000 Spectral
Dynamics Processor the incred-
ible tool that it is Many of these
advances are shared among the
entire ranee of Vorsis solutions.

Intuitive Interface
and Operation
No processor ca
potential ,

that's easy I,

S] ".....1 '.."il . C..
S] II ...1 Ilig=

palette of controls are not acces-

sible. The Vorsis GUI is designed
for intuitive operation, from the
front panel or remotely on your
PC. No control is more than
two clicks of the mouse away.
The screens offer a logical lay-
out with a virtual control surface
above and monitoring graphs
and meters below. You can see
and hear the results instantly.

Nothing is easier.

what the incoming level or era of
mu.:

Powerful Bass, Incredibly
Clean Voice

flt

System extracts and reveals

the nuances in the program
simply not heard in any

---"-o

it always operates in its "sweet
spot." The multi -band compres-
sor, operating in concert with
the AGC, provides unprecedent-

ed dynamics control. All operate
in sum and difference - the high-

est signal controls the amount of
processing. This is a completely
new way to manage multiband
dynamics to maximize the

consistency of your station's
on -air presentation - no matter

other radio processor. It puts

deep pristine bass on the air
without the distortions of com-
mon bass dipper technologies.
VoiceMaster is a special Vorsis
dipper management tool

that has its own automatic
processing chain dedicated

to detecting and specially pro-
cessing live speech signals
giving you the loudest and
rli e-rr. "" "-lces ever.

Superior Stereo
Enhancement

. it became
clear that stereo enhance-
ment HAS to be integral to
the orocKsino It is after at. a

oi

that Ueate,, the pUL.epiluil ul
wider sound field. With Vorsis,
you'll get smear -free enhance-
ment of the stereo image
that can be as wide as you

and use L+R to L -R signal

ganging to prevent the image
from wandering uncontrolled. It's

already field -proven to manage
wide oiscrepancies between the
recording techniques of various
eras (oldies to the over -mas-
tered music of today) and even
reduce ml e

Surgical Limiting and
Clippiig

It also prome
opportunity to
the sound. FM and HL
have entirely different transi,,,,
sion characteristics, so Vorsis
processors have completely
separate limiting and final peak
control sections for analog and

Welcone to the
21st Century

orocessor
designed for the needs of a

modern radio station and its

listeners Visit the web to learn
more and read our application
notes and white papers. Call us
to set up a demo today.

It'll make a HUGE difference in
your station's sr, "" your

bottom line.
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desire. But that's only the E ATS TONE
beginning - you can also

control the stereo image width
on a frequency -conscious basis
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Radio has evolved. Your sound should too.TM phone
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Thousands of Customers
across America use Tieline codecs
for remote broadcasts every day.

The broadcast was wonderful
- Tieline's wireless 3G provided all
the benefits of a remote pickup
unit with bidirectional audio paths,
and a communications circuit.

Marcus Xenakis,
Director of Engineering and IT
Clear Channel Radio in Philadelphia

Watch a live wireless video demo right now
www.tieline.com/videos

Tielineir
www.tieline.corn
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Currents Online Selected headlines from the past month.

NAB Names New Chief Operating and Financial Officer
Janet McGregor joins the NAB after 26 years at Lockheed Martin.

Radio Industry Veterans Join Nautel
John Bisset, Ellis Terry and Steve Schmitt leave Broadcast Electronics for Nautel.

Nautel Opens Office in Quincy, IL
The office expands Nautel's customer service team and presence.

Harris Recognized for Pollution Prevention
The National Pollution Prevention Roundtable recognized Harris and four other companies.

NPR Plans Captioned Radio Coverage of Presidential Election
The broadcast was coordinated by NPR, Harris and Towson University and reply on the data capability of HD Radio.

Dielectric Adds New Engineering Team, Expands Support
Dielectric's engineering team now includes Jim Chadwick and Gary Hazard.

Wisconsin Broadcasters Offers Broadcast Engineering Grants
Grants have been created to promote student internships and career fellowships in broadcast engineering.

Continental Electronics Acquired By Lone Star CRA
Lone Star, a Dallas -based private equity firm, purchased the 62 -year -old company from New York -based Veritas Capital.

Broadcast Electronics Names Power as
Manager, Mechanical and PCB Design

Eric Power previously worked for Dielectric as a product
designer for four years.

Find the mic
and win!

Tell us where you think the mic icon is placed on
this issue's cover and you could win a Heil mic

courtesy of Heil Sound.

We'll award a different
Heil mic each month

during 2008.

This month,
enter to win a

Heil Sound PR -20.

Enter by December 10.
Send your entry to

radio@penton.com
Include your name, mailing address and phone number.

www.heilsound.com
No purchase necessary.
For complete rules, go to
RadioMagOnline.com.

Site Features
Blog About Radio

We have two blogs dedicated to radio. Talkback is Edi-
tor Chriss Scherer's view on events and issues in radio
broadcasting. Projects in Progress is an ongoing update
of a radio project. Right now we're following the WUVT
transmitter project.

Have a Question? Access the Forum
The Radio magazine Forum is your stop for instant answers
about radio. Join today and be a part of the discussion.

Digital Radio Update Twice a Month
This issue includes the quarterly Insight to IBOC supplement,
but we bring the latest digital radio news every other week in
our e-mail newsletter. Subscribe today.

Advertiser Links
Access Web links to the advertisers in this and every issue.

Industry Events
The Radio magazine Industry Events section lists upcoming
conventions and correrences.
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RoadWarrior LC is a new full -duplex,
two channel (Program & talkback) audio
codec. Its new design, robust, compact
and with a flat control surface, prevents
accidental damage to the controls and makes it easier
to use. It is a portable audio codec with all Suprima
functionality built in.

RaeatAimil,z,01, Le
 IP/ISDN
 2 -channel input mixer with line/mic levels and

phantom power
 Lightweight & rugged design
 Can be controlled remotely from its web page

Rear panel of Road Warrior LC

ccs

514 pot'aia
 Includes LAN, ISDN, U & ST, and X.21

interfaces Standard
 Auto backup to ISDN from IP or X21
 Built in Web Browser for control and

monitor from remote location
 Comes fully loaded with every available

algorithm included

MUSICAM USA

670 North Beers Street, Bldg. #4
Holmdel, NJ 07733 USA
732-739-5600
732-739-1818 fax
email: sales@musicamusa.com
web: www.musicamusa.com
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Show support,
get supported

e're in the middle of November, and most if not all the fall confer-
ences are behind us. This year I attended the NAB Radio Show,
the 125th AES and the Broadcaster's Clinic in Madison, WI. I

like the fall conventions because of their smaller size, not just because of the
reduced stress of the big show in April, but because the smaller conventions
and conferences often provide a better chance to network. There are fewer
exhibits, but that allows more time to talk to the exhibitors, talk to other at-
tendees, and attend more of the sessions.

What's missing from the fall conventions? There are fewer sessions, and
some are repeats from other shows, but they are
usually worthwhile. And except for the AES, there
are few new product introductions in the fall.
Because the AES caters to the pro audio crowd
and not specifically to broadcasters, the AES
will have more new products on display. (I still
wonder how many less than $100 condenser
mics we really need.) So overall, the fall conven-
tion experience can be just as valuable.

Most of the fall shows are regionally based,
which adds the benefit of seeing people from your
immediate area. You may see the guys from the
next town at a monthly SBE meeting, but now you
have a chance to attend a session together or visit
an exhibitor's booth. This is a great opportunity to
bounce ideas around.

This year, the larger fall conventions were held
in Austin, San Francisco, Pittsburgh, Syracuse
and Madison. I also know of some smaller but
no less valuable shows in Columbus, Indianapolis
and Anchorage.

When someone laments that attending the NAB
Show in Las Vegas is too expensive or too far, I -ask

if he attends a regional show. Quite often a regional
event is less than a 300 mile trip for many people,
but the same excuse is given. "It's too far."

Does the event need to be held in your own
back yard before you'll go?

This apathy has caused the demise of someWhat's your opinion? Send it to
radipaRachoMagOnline corn previously popular events, like the SBE conferences

held in Seattle and Phoenix. I hope that one day
they will return.

So while you may have missed your chance this
year, I hope you'll take advantage of attending a
fall convention next year. These conventions need
your support, and you'll get something in return,
so don't let the chance pass you by.

Not all the same
Waiting for the show to come to you is the

tact of some traveling road shows I have seen.
Some of these are very vocal about being purely
educational, although it's easy to see through that
disguise. Any opportunity to network with others
in your profession is a valuable experience, and
certainly take advantage of the situation, but take
the program for what it's worth. Is it really an equal
substitute for a regional convention? Even though
it's billed as being educational and not a sales
pitch, it is really providing a fair taste of the new
technology, or a skewed perspective based on
a pay -to -play business plan?

Some look more like Professor Marvel's caravan
(that's a Wizard of Oz reference if you missed it)
than an educational opportunity.

If it's all you can do to get to the event in your
own back yard, take the opportunity. But don't
ignore the possibilities of taking a little extra effort.
The reward is much greater, and it's not flavored
with some sweet-talking sales pitch.

8 November 2008



The Metropolitan Opera
sets the standard for great sound.

And it's chosen ACCESS to let the world listen in.

0.21,Ma

"Opera is one of the most challenging
musical genres to do complete justice
to in a broadcast, but ACCESS makes
it easy."

-Matthew Galek, Broadcast
Engineer for The Metropoiltan Opera

Put Comrex On The Line.
Iirlakaili III WWI
WIVtAUW

OAAC-SOFTWARE

The Met's Matthew Galek is a Real -World Super Hero
Not content to rest on its laurels, the most renowned and respected opera company in the
world is determined to connect with the widest possible audience-in the highest audio
fidelity. With engineer Matthew Galek at the transmission helm, the Metropolitan Opera
broadcasts its Saturday matinee to an ever growing number of affiliates using ACCESS

(and the optional AAC suite) in multistreaming mode. With
ACCESS, the Met's broadcasts offer all the sonic richness
it's famous for-over the most challenging IP networks.

ACCESS delivers mono or stereo over DSL, Cable, Wi-Fi, 3G cellular, satellite, POTS
(yep, ACCESS is a full featured PO-S codec and works seamlessly with Matrix, Vector
and Bluebox)-plus some services you may not have even heard of. Given the challenges
of the public Internet, it's no small boast to say that ACCESS will perform in real time
over most available IP connections

Contact Comrex today and find out how
ACCESS can help you become a Real -World
Super Hero-wherever you are!

v A...CCSSD
19 Pine Rood, Devens, MA 01434 USA Tel: 978-784-1776  Fax: 978-784-1717  Toll Free: 80C-237-1776 www.comrcx.corn  e-mail: info@comrex.corn
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Vertical radiators By John Battison,
PE., technical editor, RF

Broadcasting owes its existence to the works of Maxwell, Faraday,
Volta, Ampere, Hertz and several other 1 8th century scientists. Their
combined research showed us the way to develop today's broadcast

system. Most of these men knew each other or were familiar with each other's
work. In fact there was a certain amount of rivalry between them. In the days
when this rivalry existed, an unknown friend with poetic talent published the
following poem in Paris.

Around the magnet, Faraday is sure that Volta's lightnings play,
But how to get them from the wire?

Ah! Take a lesson from the heart
'Tis when we meet, 'tis when we part
Breaks forth the 'lectric fire!
Whoever this person was, he knew that breaking

a circuit produced a spark!
From the fundamental laws developed by these

scientists we have learned how to generate, control
and direct electromagnetic radiation, which is

the heart of broadcasting
today. However, sometimes
we tend to forget some
of the fundamental facts
of electronic life involving
radiation which, after all,
are requisite for radio
transmission. We talk about
half -wave or quarter -wave
radiators, their radiating
characteristics and radia-
tion efficiency, and it's quite
easy to lose track of what
we mean sometimes.

Maxwell developed two
main equations that apply
to most of our RF and audio
broadcast operations in one
way or another. He said
a changing electric field
will produce a magnetic
field and vice versa. This
is virtually the secret of

broadcast radiation. The changing RF current in
the AM antenna produces a magnetic field in the
area around the antenna. This in turn develops an
electric field, which leads to another magnetic field
and this phenomenon propagates itself through
space. This apparently simple relationship leads
to the creation of radio's essential induction and
radiation fields.
One field, now called the induction field, is

very important immediately around the antenna.

Figure 1. The current distribution
across a 90 -degree radiator
decreases along the height of
the structure.

It consists of lines of force set up by the current
and voltage in the antenna and contains only
reactive energy because the two fields are 90
degrees out of phase. This field diminishes
quickly and is approximately equal to the in-
verse square of the distance. Very close to the
antenna the induction field is extremely strong
and may induce very high currents or voltages
in adjacent conductors. It is sometimes the cause
of excessive interference immediately adjacent
to a radio transmitter.

The field that we, as radio engineers, are in-
terested in is the radiation field. It consists of an
electromagnetic wave composed of lines of force
that have become detached from the antenna.
This field contains real power; both electric and
magnetic fields are in phase and power is taken
from the antenna and carried by this field. Its

intensity is inversely proportional to distance and
it diminishes far less rapidly than the induction
field. Less than about a half wavelength from
the radiator the two fields are equal. From here
on the radiation field predominates and is vitally
important for communication purposes.

For comparison purposes when discussing
antenna efficiency it became necessary to es-
tablish a standard comparison value point at a
fixed distance. The strength of a radio signal is
measured in terms of the intensity of the electric
field. It is the voltage developed in a wire 1

meter long in the parallel field of the signal. It is

expressed in terms of volts per meter. Originally, a
distance of 1 mile from the antenna was chosen.
However, several years ago with the attempted
national conversion to the metric system, the
FCC decided to use kilometers in place of miles
when comparing antenna. We presently seem
to use a combination of metric and standard
distance measurements, which can lead to errors
if care is not used. I prefer to use miles rather
than kilometers.

More power
One of the most important units in a radio

transmitter engineer's daily life is antenna current.
This is the measure of the RF current flowing in
the antenna. Power is important to the station
owner and he always wants more power. The
only way to get more power is to increase the
antenna current with a given antenna resistance.
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Without resistance no power is developed. The
equation P =12R calculates the antenna power
where I is the antenna base current, or the com-
mon point current in the case of a DA.

R is the measured antenna or common point
resistance, which includes ground system losses.
The correct all-inclusive term is radiation resistance.
It is commonly referred to as base resistance
because that is the place where it is measured.
Reference was made to base resistance, the proper
term is base impedance because an antenna has
inductive or capacitive reactance in addition to
its very important resistance.

The most generally used broadcast antenna is the
vertical radiator. Although it is commonly called a
quarter -wave antenna, it is often several degrees
plus or minus a quarter -wave in height. Sinusoidal
current distribution is usually assumed and used in
most antenna. However, occasionally measured
antenna current distribution is required by the FCC
in the case of unusual configurations.

An actual quarter -wave antenna will have ap-
proximately 3711 base resistance and zero ohms
reactance on its operating frequency. Immediate
surroundings, as well as tower width, can have
an effect on the base impedance.

RF ENGINEERING
The single 90-deg-ee radiator actually operates

with an imaginary 90 -degree radiator below the
surface completely separated from it. Figure 1 shows

the current distribution at the base of the tower.
The important measure of a transmitter is its field

strength at one mile A 180 degree dipole has a
resistance of approximately 730. With 1 amp,
two quarter -waves each with half the radiation
resistance with 1 amp of RF will produce the
same field strength, i.e. 37.4 mV/m. The power
required is 12 R or lx1 x37 = 37W.

If RF power is doubled, the field strength at a
given point will increase by the square root of
two. In other words, field strength increases by
the square root of the power increase.

In order to match the tower's operating imped-
ance to the 500 transmission line, an antenna
tuning unit (ATU) is required. This is a network
that transforms the 3711 operating resistance
to 500 and matches the 10 of the line and the
measured antenna reactance. An L or a tee
network may be used. I prefer a tee because it
gives easier control of the match in my opinion,
and this is often very important when tuning a
directional antenna.
E-mail Battison at bat3om@ohio.net

K:NTRONIC LABS...

DESIGN...FABRICATE...INSTALL.SUPPORT...
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FCC clarifies
"backfill" policy By Harry Martin

When considering city -of -license change proposals, whether in the
context of a minor change application or a rule making, FCC
policy prohibits the removal of an FM channel from the community

to which it has been allotted if such removal would result in the loss of the
community's only local radio station, whether the facility is a commercial or
noncommercial facility. In a recent decision the Commission ruled that this
policy requires an actual licensed and operating station (rather than an un-built
construction permit) remain available in the community if another station in the
community wants to move out.

The new case comes from a small community
in Texas, where the only station in town wanted
to move to another town - so it could cover a
larger area and population. A construction for
a new noncommercial FM had been issued
for the station's community of license, but the
station had not yet been built. The station that
wanted to change communities applied for the
move anyway, arguing that the noncommercial
"backfill" station was near completion and the
spirit of the backfill policy had been satisfied.
A waiver of the policy was requested in case
the FCC disagreed.

Dateline
Dec. 1 is the deadline for submission of biennial

ownership reports by radio stations in Colorado,
Minnesota, Montana, North Dakota and South Dakota.

On Dec. 1, radio stations with more than 10 full-time
employees located in Colorado, Minnesota, Montana,
North Dakota and South Dakota must electronically file
their Broadcast EEO Mid -Term Reports (Form 397) with
the FCC.

Also on or before Dec. 1, radio stations licensed in the
following states must place their annual EEO Reports
in their public files: Alabama, Colorado, Connecticut,
Georgia, Maine, Massachusetts, Minnesota, Montana,
New Hampshire, North Dakota, South Dakota, Vermont
and Rhode Island.

A petition to deny was filed that argued thot a
nearly -built CP is not the same as a licensed and
operating station, and therefore the community -
change application violated the backfill policy and
should not even have been accepted for filing.
The FCC's Audio Division agreed, holding that
reliance on the unbuilt CP constituted an unaccept-
able backfill proposal. But since the applicant had

a right to request a waiver, the staff determined
the application was properly accepted for filing
so the waiver request could be considered. And
in the meantime, the noncommercial station had
been constructed and had commenced operation,
thus mooting the waiver request as well as the
petitioner's argument.

This case could have gone either way. As of the
date the community change was applied for, the
proposal was defective, as was the waiver request.
Here, however, because the backfill station had
been Lily constructed by the time the FCC got to
the case, the defective nature of the waiver was
considered moot and was overlooked. This hardly
seems fair to the petitioner, but occasionally the
FCC, as it did here, sees its public interest mandate
more in terms of promoting new service than in
adhering to hyper -technical interpretations of its
rules and policies.

FCC acts against pirate stations
In September, the FCC issued orders and notices

regarding nearly a dozen pirate radio stations
identified by FCC agents. Most of the stations
were using the FM band in locations in Florida,
Ohio, Oregon and New York. Standard fines of
$10,000 were issued to those pirates.

While most of the pirates chose to operate in the
standard FM broadcast band, one case involved
unauthorized transmissions at 156.80MHz, a
frequency in the marine band used by ships. Over
a period of weeks, the Coast Guard responded
to several false distress calls, and scrambled ships
and aircraft to phantom emergencies. After multiple
false alarms, the Coast Guard contacted the FCC
to help determine the source of the false distress
and mayday calls.

The FCC tracked the signal to a Largo, FL, trailer
park where they learned that the local police had
already arrested a 16 -year -old boy. According to
the police, in the boy's room they found multiple
radios, a marine battery and a whip antenna.
This resulted in incarceration in a juvenile facility.
The FCC's $18,000 fine against the boy was
cancelled when the agency learned that he had
been locked up.

Martin is a past president of the Federal Communica-
tions Bar Association and a member of Fletcher, Heald
& Hildreth, Arlington, VA. E-mail martin@fhhlaw.com
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Professional Broadcast

PHOENIX )J MOBILE
Multi -Function Portable Audio Codec

Professional Solutions
_for Remote Broadcasts
General features:

 Portable Audio Codec with Ethernet
Connectivity for dcing remotes

 Remote audio over any IP network,
right out of the box

 Accommodates two optional comms
I/O modules

 PSTN/POTS and ISDN TELCO modules
available now - more coming soon

Unique design features:

 User configurable digital mixer (cross -point
and summing)

 Analog mic and line inputs

 Dynamically processed analog inputs (DLPs)

 Mic phantom power

Additional features:

 Independent Main Program and
Coordination / Talk -Back channels

 Advanced user interface & crystal clear
color display

 Optional high -power Li -Ion battery

 Built with ABS material and includes a
transparent protective cover

 Complete mobility: Use with shoulder strap
or place on a table top

 Compatible w th most manufacturer's
codecs both in IP (N/ACIP EBU Tech3326)

and ISDN

 Superior perfcrmance at a very
competitive price

AEQ - Professional Grade Audio and Communications Equipment

Digital And Analog Audio Consoles And Routers
Wreless Transceivers For Radio And Television Remote Broadcasts

Applications Include Talk Shovvs, Multiplexing, And Multi-Conferencing

P-ofessional Pocket -Sized Audio Recorders

Automation Software For ON -AIR, Production, And News

Multiplexers, WD Converters, Monitors, And Digital Commentary
Systems For Large Or Small Sporting Events

For prices and demos call:

Toll Free: 1-800-728-0536 web: www.aeqbroadcast.com
Tel: 1-954-581-7999 email: sales@aeqbroadcast.com



TRENDS IN TECHNOLOGY

Data is a precious thing and will last longer
than the systems themselves.

- Tim Berners-Lee

ithout a doubt, we rely on data in virtually every facet of busi-
ness and even in our personal lives. Music, pictures, video,
financial data, e-mail - the list goes on. How this data is stored

is largely determined by how critical the data is to the organization (or
individual), and how long it takes to restore the data. Let's face it, in
our society all data is critical, whether it contains corporate financial
information or family pictures and videos.
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By Mark Krieger, GBT
Recent publication and distribution of NPR Lab s Digital Radio
Coverage and Interference Analysis Research Project (DRCIA)
seems to reiterate a point once made by renown physicist Albert

Einstein, when he suggested we ought to "make everything as simple as
possible - but not simpler."

The comprehensive report, commissioned by the Corporation for Public
Broadcasing in 2006 to answer question about IBOC DAB coverage, is
a meaty piece of work. At almost 280 pages, it requires time to digest,
which explains why project manager John Kean and other key NPR
personnel have taken time to present their findings over an NPR closed
circuit and at a Public Radio Engineering Conference in Austin, TX, just

ahead of the NAB Radio Show.
According to NPR, CPB funded the DRCIA

project with the primary goal of determining
real -world coverage of analog FM and hybrid
IBOC digital radio services, as well as interfer-
ence occurring within and between both fami-
lies of service. The study was recommended

fluiy, to the CPB in 2005, well before discrepancies
in digital signal coverage had emerged as a
significant issue in digital radio's rollout.

NPR Labs Weighs in on
IBOC Coverage, Interference

Laying the foundation
In their early phases of inquiry, it became obvi-

ous to NPR engineers that a better understanding
of marketplace receiver performance was essential
to building a profile of hybrid IBOC DAB coverage

and interference issues. After testing and charac-
terizing a sizeable number of both analog and
HD Radio receivers, a mobile test bed was used
to generate measured analog service coverage
maps on a number of NPR stations around the
country. Building on this work, researchers
constructed similar field measurement sets
using actual digital receivers and leveraged
that data into the first predictive computer
model for IBOC digital coverage.

Eventually, NPR Labs was able to gen-
erate both digital and analog coverage
maps based on real -world receiver data
and measured fields for 850 NPR stations
nationwide -a remarkable achievement.
In addition, 75 of these stations had their

digital coverage analyzed using both the normally
licensed value of 1 percent IBOC digital power, versus an elevated level

of 10 percent. The latter level corresponds directly to an increase recently
or000sed to the FCC by the NAB and other interested parties.

IBOC Around
the World
By Doug CPBE AMD
1 -hose interested in the technol-

ogy news of radio broadcasting
are likely well aware that Ibiquity
touts about 1,794 AM and FM radio
stations in the U.S. now transmit-
ting IBOC signals. Also, there are
about 900 multicast signals being
transmitted. So while HD Radio
gains acceptance in the U.S., it is
also making waves in other coun-
tries around the world. Let's take a
quick trip around the world to look
at more of the details.

Mexico's Comisi6n Federal de
Telecomunicaciones (Cofetel)
has recently authorized IBOC
transmissions using the Ibiquity
system for stations within 200
miles of the U.S. border. The of-
ficial Cofetel statement can be
translated to: "Considering the
extent of the development and im-
plementation of the IBOC system
in the United States of America,
Mexico is required to take deci-
sive action so that the country's
AM and FM radio stations in the
zone located within 320km of the
northern border of Mexico can
transmit at the same technological
level so that they can provide the
benefits of quality service to the
radio listening public."

Mexican stations that have pur-
chased HD Radio equipment so far
include XEEZ in Caborca, Sonora, and
XHDL and XEDA in Mexico City.

Our Canadian colleagues have
tested lbiquity's HD Radio tech-
nology as well. A well -written
technology review can be found

continued on page 3
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Because the studies were detailed and relied on actual

receiver data, an unprecedented multi -dimensional model
of coverage based on analog/digital signal levels, as well
as the effects of co -channel and adjacent channel analog/
digital interference, emerged.

Findings
Among the points raised during the DRCIA project,

one central observation stands out: Digital versus ana-
log coverage ratios for IBOC hybrid stations are both
individualized and variable, with interference playing a
significant role in many cases.

Just as real -world digital transmissions don't operate
in an RF vacuum, neither do digital RF components, par-
ticularly low-level sidebands occupying spectrum beyond
traditionally defined channel limits. Thus, much of the
variability in IBOC digital service coverage is linked to
a couple key factors.

While raw field strength of digital carriers is important.
the study suggests that first -adjacent channel interference is
a significant player in the successful capture and decoding
of digital signals. While FM IBOC digital signals can survive
a considerable amount of interference from either an upper
or lower 1" adjacent channel, simultaneous interference
both above and below can degrade receiver performance
by as much as an additional 10dB beyond that of a single
interferer. This means that stations with short -spaced first -
adjacent channels or in crowded urbanized markets may
find their digital coverage well below expectation.

The DRCIA report looks at an IBOC digital signal's
impact on adjacent channel analog reception as well.
Even at current 1 percent levels, the interference potential
of an IBOC digital signal for adjacent analog channels
is significantly higher than that of an analog -only signal,
while a 10dB increase in digital carrier power has a major
impact on reception of adjacent channel analog signals.
Tables of desired -to -undesired signal ratios for indoor,
outdoor and portable receivers provided in the DRCIA
final report make these points in striking fashion. One
table is included here as Table 1.

Naturally, interference is only part of the overall cover-
age picture, and the DRCIA report goes a long way toward
quantifying discrepancies between indoor vs. outdoor/
mobile reception. Structure penetration creates a special
set of issues for digital signals, as general findings of the
report indicate that on average, current mobile digital
coverage is about 85 percent that of the corresponding
analog coverage, while indoor digital reception averages
only about 38 percent that of analog. That's a gap that
troubles many in the radio industry.

The report also introduces a number of less dramatic but
significant points. Even though existing FCC rules covering
adjacent -channel spacing and signal overlap were devel-
oped for an analog world, the amount of adjacent -channel
digital interference that would result from universal FM

continued on page 6
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IBOC Around the World
continued from page 1

in CBC Techno,ogy Review, July 2007 This article
thoroughly reviews the technology, discusses how
the test platform was built, and draws conclusions
at the end. (Tes:s were carried out on CBLA-FM and
CJBC-FM in To -onto). One such conclusion reads:
"HD Radio technology is considered to be ready
for operation it the United States. This service will
probably be offered in Canada as well. However,
current spectrum management regulations preclude
the introduction of such service. Interference with
existing analog FM stations is one of the issues the
regulators will nave to resolve when reviewing their
spectrum management rules." The testing in Ontario
went on between Aug. 30 and Dec. 20, 2006; and
interestingly, t le CRTC published notice 2006-160
addressing the implications of the use of the Ibiq-
uity's technology (among other things) on Dec. 15
of the same year.

Paragraph 55 of 2006-160 reads: "In light of the
evidence presented in the course of this public pro-
ceeding, the Commission has concluded that, if the
aforementionEd issues can be addressed, particularly
any potential i iterference to other stations, the use
of IBOC technology, which enables the transition to
digital withou- consuming additional spectrum and
allows for the provision of supplementary program
information and multicast services, could be con-
sidered for licensing" It should be noted that DRM
was another BOC technique under consideration
by the CRTC.

Heading overseas
There is interest in Ibiquity HD Radio technology

in Europe as well. The European HD Radio Alliance
had its :'irst rreeting in Lucerne, Switzerland, in Oc-
tober 2007 It probably isn't too much of a stretch to
conclude the Alliance formed at the same location
as the first HD Radio implementation in Switzerland:
88 Rad o Sunshine.

Tests of the Ibiquity system there were considered
to be very successful, according to the station own-
ers themselves.

Tests of the HD Radio system were also conducted
in Paris by Towercast (a privately -held company that
manages ratio transmission facilities), NRJ Group
and SIRTI, which is an association of some 120 lo-
cal and regional broadcasters throughout France.
Accorcing to Ibiquity, though, the Ministry of Com-
munications in France has excluded its technology
from consideration as a means to "digitize" the VHF
FM band there, in spite of claims by SIRTI (based
presumably on the real -world testing results) that the
technology would in fact work for that process.

One of Germany's privately held radio stations,
Radio Regenbogen, began testing the Ibiquity sys-

confinned oll pris4e 4
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tern last December. Testing of the system began in the
Prague (Czech Republic) in February 2007, and in Poland
at the beginning of 2006.

South of the border and east
South America has a considerable amount of interest

in the HD Radio technology. According to lbiquity, Conti-
nental Lensa, based in Santiago, Chile, became the first
electronics manufacturer outside North America to be
licensed to build HD Radio equipment. That may be in
part because of the fast growth of HD Radio in Brazil.The
Brazilian Alliance for Digital Radio is made of the major
broadcasting groups there, including the Association of
Broadcasters of Sao Paulo and the Brazilian Association
of Radio andTelevision Broadcasters. One of the first sta-
tions to transmit HD Radio outside the U.S. is KISS -FM
of Sao Paolo, which has been on the air since October

that the 370mW ERP was enough to provide a digital
signal to 60 percent of the potential audience in Auckland.
A further 12 -month testing session was scheduled be
begin in March 2007

At least one test transmission of Ibiquity's technol-
ogy has been carried out in Australia, and that began in
September 2006.

Farther afield
HD Radio has come to Indonesia: Surabaya has its first

AM HD Radio station on 1062kHz; Jakarta has JDFI-FM
on 101.8MHz.

Metro Radio of Hong Kong demonstrated the HD Radio
technology during the ITU Telecom World Conference
there in December 2006 June 2008 saw the beginning
of HD Radio transmissions in Hanoi, Vietnam.

Perhaps the biggest potential market for HD Radio is

HD Radio has been tested or deployed in several countries around the world.

2005. Now some 25 stations (AM and FM) are on the
air throughout Brazil, providing HD Radio service to 30
million potential listeners.

Testing of HD Radio technology has been tested in
Buenos Aires, Argentina, as well.

Turning our attention to the western Pacific, we see that
HD Radio has generated a considerable amount of inter-
est in that region of the world as well. The first HD Radio
transmission in the Philippines occurred in November of
2005; however the first usage of the HD Radio technol-
ogy in commercial radio began in 2006 when DWKC in
Manila started testing its digital systems.

Testing of Ibquity's technology has occurred in Auckland,
New Zealand, from the SkyTower. Initial results indicated

China, and testing of the system began there this past
February, and is continuing throughout this year.

Historically the United States has been at the forefront
of broadcast radio technology - first with AM, then FM
and now with IBOC technology. Likely the cause of that
is because radio has long been an important business in
the U.S. - more so than any other country. The original
idea behind the development of IBOC - making use of
spectrum that was already available, but for digital modula-
tion - makes complete sense to other broadcasters and
government agencies the world over.The development and
promulgation of HD Radio in the far corners of the world
is good for the industry here in the States and shows that
the business we all know has lots of life left in it. A

4 November 2008 Insight to IROC - a supplement to Radio magazine
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NPR labs
continued from pap, ,;

IBOC hybrid digital op-
eration at present levels
would not be substantial,
and would reduce cov-
erage to indoor analog
receivers by an average
of about 6 percent. Only
about 5 percent of FM
analog translator input

Interferer Analog IBOC DAB @1% IBOC DAB @10%
-60dBm -70dBm -60dBm -70dBm -60dBm -70dBm

Cochannel 34 31 34 31 29 25

1st-adj. -9 -8 12 10 21 20

2nd-adj. -51* -57 -50 -57 -50 -52

3rd-adj. -51* -60* -50 -57* -50 -52

Table 1. Comparison of desired -to -undesired ratios for mobile receivers at 40dB weighted quasi -

peak signal-to-noise ratio. Measurements marked with an asterisk are estimated values due to
ranges beyond the test bed capabilities, excessive receiver instability, etc.

receivers would he af-
fected, while mobile receivers would experience a
negligible increase in objectionable interference.

But the digital/analog interference changes dramati-
cally when a 10dB across the board increase of digital
carrier is applied to a universal FM IBOC hybrid digital
operation scenario. In such a case, analog coverage areas
could drop by 26 percent on average, with 20 percent
of stations losing as much as half of their current analog
coverage. In return, digital mobile coverage would jump
to about 117 percent of current analog coverage, while
indoor coverage would be boosted to 83 percent of cur-

rent analog coverage. The result would be significantly
improved digital coverage, but at a considerable loss of
analog listeners. Surprisingly, commercial stations would
suffer nearly as much as their NCE counterparts down
the dial. And it's a trade off that NPR, regardless of their
enormous investment in IBOC technology and infrastruc-
ture, appears flatly unwilling to endorse.

The road ahead
As it turns out, the release of the DRCIA final report

comes at a pivotal moment for digital radio decision -

Sample and Hold
Raised awareness
By Chriss Scherer. editor

he HD Radio identity crisis is seeing some improvement. A September 2008 research effort by Mark Kassof and
Co. reveals that 67 percent of 18-64 year olds have heard of HD Radio - compared to a similar study from 2006,

which showed that 38 percent of people had heard of HD Radio.
Why the change?The study does not explore the specific reasons, but it is likely that the promos being run on radio

stations are at least getting the HD Radio name in front of consumers. I have also seen articles on and mention of
HD Radio receivers in consumer publications, including local newspapers and Popular Science.

With the improvement in recognition comes an increase in understanding of some aspects as well. Now, 21 per-
cent of respondents indicate HD Radio delivers higher quality sound, versus 17 percent in 2006. Also, 8 percent now
volunteer that HD Radio delivers more stations or choices, versus only 1 perecnt two years ago.

But with the good news comes some bad news. This recent research also finds
continued misconceptions about HD Radio. In 2008, 7 percent indicate HD radio
is satellite radio compared to 3 percent who said that in 2006. And 3 percent of
the respondents think they receive an HD Radio signal even though they have not
purchased an HD Radio -capable receiver.

And the consumer outlets that mention HD Radio are spreading the word, but
many of them still refer to HD Radio as high -definition radio, despite the disclaimer

that Ibiquity includes in its press releases:
"Note to editors: "HD Radio" and the HD
Radio logo are proprietary trademarks of Ibiq-
uity Digital Corporation. All other trademarks
are the propery of their respective owners.
The "HD" in HD Radio is part of Ibiquity
Digital's brand name for its advanced digital
AM/FM system. It does not mean hybrid
digital or high -definition digital; both of these
are incorrect"

Have you
heard of

HD Radio?
(Yes answers)

38% Does HD Radio deliver higher
quality sound? (Yes answers)

ANN.

17%

2006 2008

Source: Mark Kassof and Co., 688 telephone interviews in the U.S. conducted from Sept. 4-7 2008.
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makers at the FCC. While the study casts doubt on a
one -size -fits -all approach to digital coverage improve-
ment, such as an unqualified 10dB increase of digital
carrier power, it does suggest a number of individually
tailored solutions. These include the use of new tech-
nologies, such as single -frequency networks, which
can be used locally to exclusively boost the field
strength of digital carriers and sidebands, providing
coverage fill in problem areas, such as downtowns
and office parks. Other suggestions include the use
of directional antennas on
digital signals only, rely-
ing on space combining to
control digital signal pat-
terns independently from
analog. In every case, digital
signal improvement would
likely involve an individual-
ized approach to coverage
studies using a new, more
sophisticated set of analytic
and measurement tools.

In conclusion, the DRCIA
final report has answered a
lot of questions about IBOC
digital coverage and its re-
lationship with analog FM
signals in a hybrid environ-
ment. Yet it also poses some
new questions for industry
and the FCC. Will the NRSC
now be asked to take up
the complex task of drafting
standards and procedures for
a digital signal upgrade path?
If not, how can the Commis-
sion establish new rules that
best enhance digital service,
while protecting a vast major-
ity of listeners still relying on
analog FM service?

NPR Labs and the CPB
have made a great contribu-
tion to the science of IBOC
digital broadcasting with the
release of the DRCIA final
report. How effectively that
knowledge can be put to
use is left to our industry,
working in close coopera-
tion with an informed and
open-minded FCC. JI

Read the full report at
www.nprlabs.org/publications/
reports/200807151043-
DRCIAFinalReport-Full.pdf

I w we each month, our e-mail newsletter,
Digital Radio Update - Insight to IBOC,

brings you the latest in digital audio broadcasting.

Subscribe today at
RadioMagOnline.com.

"The WorldNet Oslo has provided
a sirgle, high quality, integrated
solution to our STL needs."
Cris Alexander CPBE, AMD, ORB
Director of Engineering,
Crawford Broadcasting
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The choice of professional
broadcasters throughout the
US & Calada, the WorldNet
Oslo offers everything you
could want from a studio
transmitter link including
a flexiole, upgradeable
platform, high quality audio
and 24/7/365 reliability.

Designed to transport
both compressed & linear
audio along with voice and
data over T1 & IP links,
the WorldNet Oslo has the
capacity for up to 28 mono
channels or 14 stereo pairs.

As well as linear audio and
MPEG L2, the WorldNet Oslo
also supports 16 or 24 -bit
Enhanced apt -X offering
cascade -resilient, near-
lossless audio quality with
under 2ms delay.

Redundant Power Supplies.
-hot-swappable- cards,
automatic back-up and a

DSP-based architecture
ensure unparalleled reliability
to keep your station on the air
under even the most stressful
of circumstances.

APT North America
T 800 755-AP1X I T: 617 923-2260.

Watertown MA 024 mfoidaptx.con I W. www.aptx.com

At Crawford Broadcasting, we are currently running the WorldNet
Oslo in two markets, Portland and Detroit.

In both locations, our network consists of the APT units running
over T1 and conveying both analog and digital program audio from
the studio to the transmitter site. We also use the WorldNet Oslo
to carry data, including serial remote control, HD Radio Program
Associated Data or PAD, and to bring other studio LAN functions
to the transmitter site.

KKPZ Portland Studio Transmitter Site

w0.1-
'6,0,28 G Q <7,-r----

o0 2A

. . .

In Portland, the station's satellite receivers are located at the
transmitter site and so, in addition to the STL functionality, the
WorldNet Oslos are also serving as multi -channel backhaul,
bringing demodulated satellite feeds back to the studio for air and
recording for later broadcast.

We're running Enhanced apt -X5 coding which ensures our multiple
channels of audio and data will fit easily in the T1 link without
compromising the quality of our output. Additional card capacity in
the units also enables us to run back-up feeds to the transmitter
should the primary source fail.

I've been particularly pleased with the performance of the
WorldNet Oslo and the flexibility, reliability

and quality it offers."
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There are numerous published statistics, but the
bottom line is that it is inevitable you will experi-

ailure causing a partial or total loss of data. In a
st environment, this could also mean interruption, or
complete loss of programming content. The good
that there are several effective methods to back

up dc and the cost to implement some of them are wellll
within e budget of a small business or individual.

SAP6
The rage -area network (SAN) is the best solution frcm

a datql tecovery and high availability standpoint, but it is
also t most expensive and complex to implement. It is
defin as a high-speed network of storage elements. In
simpl rms, imagine you have a PC with its hard drive
locate. somewhere else. While you could achieve this
over aitaditional Ethernet network, performance and reli-

,

abili ould certainly be compromised due to constrairts
impo by common networking technologies. SANs are
dedic d high-speed networks optimized to transfer data
with high reliability and very low latency.
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it is inevitable
you will face a
iailure causing

'tea partial or total
loss of data.

um SAN is comprised of an array of storage devices
ected to a server through two SAN switches.
N data is transported over a network called

ic. A basic SAN utilizes at least two fabrics,
ly two diverse network paths for redundancy.
power of a SAN is that the fabric can consist

ly any of the common transport methods utilized
onal networking; however, the most common
ntation utilizes optical -based fibre channel. It is

sible to locate the storage devices off -site using
m of Layer 2 protocol -based wide area network
transport technology such as ATM, Sonet, Tl /
ADSL, etc. WANs utilizing frame relay would
good choice as it utilizes the Layer 1 protocol

such, is subject to delays and possible loss of
g rity.

Prism Sound DSA-1
handheld AES3 analyzer

How do you ensure your
digital audio broadcast signal
is at peak performance?

Unmatched dig tal audio
interconnect verification
Immediate analysis of signal and
data informaticn
Rapid and clear checking of AES3
signal quality
Full jitter analysis in a portable
handheld instrument

Contact us now to arrange your demo

Email: sales@prismsound.com
+1-973-983-9577
+44 (0)1223 424983

www. Drismsound . con /1/7.0
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Stats to keep in mind
 In a 2007 Datamonitor study, one-third of IT executives
believed a major data -loss incident would cause the
company to go into bankruptcy.
 In another study, 93 percent of businesses that lost
data for 10 days or more ended -up filing for bankruptcy
within a year; 50 percent of those businesses filed for
bankruptcy immediately.
 Based on a study by Dell and the Ponemon Institute,
12,000 laptops are lost in airports each week; two-thirds
of these are never returned. Recent statistics from the FBI
claim a laptop is stolen every 12 seconds and, once gone,
there is only a 3 percent chance of return.
 Surprisingly, there is not a lot of substantial research
on hard drive failure, but some studies indicated that as
many as 14 percent of hard drives fail each year. Contrast
that with manufacturers published mean time before
failure (MTBF) specifications that indicate failure rates
below 1 percent.

1Hardware devices called t bus

adapters (HBA) are added to the servers.
HBA provide the interface between the
fabric and the server, as well asitacilitat-
ing any digital (i.e. optical to'isiigitall
conversion processes. In additiOn, the
storage devices utilize a storageproces-
sor (SP), which handles all the intOrfacing

tasks between the storage device and
the fabric. The SP also manades the
configuration of the disk array/Pwithin
the storage device. 1 E

Due to the fast access, highftliabil-
ity and high availability of ch),SAN,
chances are you may alreadyt have a
SAN -based disk arrays as parMf your
audio storage system.

If the SAN is connected with arvoptical

fibre -channel backbone, the sySlitm will
also benefit from the natural isolation
from lightning and other eleclromag-
netic induced disturbances found with
copper cable systems.

NAS
Network -attached storage ASI is

the easiest and cheapest m od to
implement dedicated shared twork
storage. As the name implies, NAS is
simply a server exclusively dedicated
to file sharing across a network.

The server in this case can be as simple

as an old PC configured with the operating

system, or a standalone device housing a
single disk drive or array of drives. It also
serves to manage the network connection
and user access functions. j

Designing a
reliable backup
storage system
 What data will need to be
ac-_:essed and/or backed -up?
 How much storage is necessary?
 How many users will need access?
 Transfer speeds, especially if
applications and other data will be
accessed directly from the remote
disk drives.
 Where will the remote drives be
located? In the same building,
offsite, etc.
 What is your budget?
Of course, each situation is different,
but these are a good starting point
for your plan.

24 November 2008
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SAFE AND EXIT

Eventide Broadcast Delays are designed to keep pro'anity off
your air, and angry listeners, embarrassed advertisers, and
the FCC off your back. We invented the obscenity delay and
have a solution for stations large and small that provides up
to 80 seconds of the highest quality revenue and license -
protecting delay.

Our new HD compatible BD600, 24 -bit delay, comes standard
with AES/EBU, and provides up to 80 seconds of memory -
twice as much as other delays. There are fully adjustable
Delay and Dump functions, and a Sneeze function which
"edits" audio entering the delay, allowing the host to sneeze,
cough, or make a short comment without being heard on air.

The BD600 offers two different methods of delay buildup and
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reduction: Eventide's catch-up and catch -down system,
and 3n exclusive fast -entry -and -exit feature which allows
star -trig a broadcast wi-h the delay already built up to a safe
amount and ending it with a rapid reduction of delay.

For HD, the BD600 offers MicroPrecision Delay1M mode
which allows up to 10 seconds of delay to be adjusted in
real -.ime in 100 nanosecond increments. This is useful for
synchronizing analog a]d digital signals while on -air, without
audiole artifacts, to maintain a seamless user experience.

Whatever your size, whatever your format, you can't expect
to protect the integrity pf your air and the foundation of your
busi less without an Eventide Broadcast Delay in your rack.

Eventide® HD COMPATIBLE

Eventide is a registered trademark and MicroPrecision Delay is a t ademark of Eventide Inc 1!;...2005 Eventide Inc



The cost of dedicated NAS has
dropped significantly over the
past two years. It is not unusual to
see NAS devices with 1 terabyte
(TB) of storage for under $800.
There are a number of different
flavors of these devices, includ-
ing those that provide everything
but the disk drives. These are
good choices, if you want to
select your favorite drive type or
already have some unused drives
that can be repurposed. These
frames may permit a mixture of
3.5" and 2.5" drives; however,
most are designed for one or
the other type only. Also pay
attention to the interface types
supported; for example, most
new NAS devices support SATA
or SCSI, but older IDE interfaces
may not work. Setting up one
of these NAS devices is fairly
simple: assign an IP address, de-
fine user access rules and make
sure the appropriate PCs on the
network are configured properly
to see the drives. If the network
has a firewall configured, you
may also need to open up the
appropriate IP address and ports
as necessary.

Now, let's say you have little or no budget, but still
need to have some network -attached storage. Look no
further than your stash of older PCs taken out of service.
Did you know these make excellent NAS devices? Yes,
you could always set up the file sharing on an unused
(or even a used) PC so files can/are/will be shared
with others across the network, but this has problems:
11 The PC operating system is managing a number of
functions, not just the file sharing, therefore the end result
of being slow, 2) If someone else is also using that PC,
it gets even slower, and 3) PC operating systems tend to
lock up easily when memory resources are taxed, thus
access to the drives will be impossible.

The solution to this problem is to reformat the drive in
that PC and load a dedicated NAS operating system.
There are several of these to choose from and most are
free. A program called Free NAS can be downloaded
at www.freenas.org; this is one of several open source
programs that turn a PC into a dedicated file server.
Others include Open Filer (www.openfiler.com), Sun
Open Storage (www.sun.com/storage/openstoragel
and NAS Lite (www.serverelements.com).

Most of my current projects require that I setup a
temporary office when managing large deployments of
cell towers. I use Free NAS to enable file sharing and
storing of project data between my contractors, customer
and other disciplines with excellent results. The actual
network operating system is very small and can fit on a
flash drive, or any other drive for that matter. You can use

Recovering Lost Data
Having a good backup system and process is critical, but what
happens if data is lost? A 2007 Harris study revealed the following:
 38 percent of data loss s due to drive failure, 30 percent of that
is due to drive read issues due to corrupt or degraded media
 13 percent due to corruption due to software or viruses
 12 percent due to human error
Of course, this doesn't include fire, water damage, physical
destruction, electrical destruction and theft. Other studies
indicate of all data losses, only 80 percent of recovery is possible
in most cases.

just about any PC (Pentium 2 or higher recommended)
with o m nimum of 96MB of RAM. If you want higher
performance, or will have more users accessing the server,
it is recommended that you use a more current processor
and increase the RAM. Free NAS, as well as most of the
other open NAS software, also supports multiple drive
configurations including RAID. Setup is a breeze and it
works great! The documentation is well written and will
get you started quickly.

Here is an idea: if you have a laptop or two sitting
around (P2 or higher,) reconfigure them with Free NAS.
Then you can load them with all (or portions) of your
music library. They could be used along with a network
of other laptops to create an emergency backup in the
event your facility suffers extreme damage. This type of
network can also be used for long term remotes where
having data handled on a local server might make sense,
i.e. database for a telethon, bit libraries.

Data recovery
While the subject of data recovery can fill a separate

article, you should be aware there are methods to
recover data that go well beyond commonly available
recovery software. This software may be effective on
data that has not been overwritten with other data and on
drives that have not suffered physical damage. Beyond
that circumstance, you should be aware that there are
companies that specialize in repairing hardware dam-
age such as replacing new heads, drive electronics,
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MEAT & POTATOES WITH SOME
PRETTY C LS AND WHISTLES.

Finally, a super compact ultra -portable broadcast mixer that's perfect for

any job you want to throw at it. It's loaded with the staples Dig profes-

sional radio consoles have to ensure your shows come off without a hitch.

And unlike the big boys, it's got a bell and whistle or two that make it the

essential centerpiece part of any ad hoc studio.

Intuitive and easy to use, with large color -coded controls and bright LED

meters, it gives you superb audio quality with ten mic and line -level

inputs across six mixing channels for real versatility. And you can

seamlessly add a guest announcer with their own headphone mix with

our optional Multiphones MiniPod .

With its built in DA/AD audio codec via a USB port , simply

connect the SixMix to any USB-compatible computer and you're on the

air. Use your favorite software to serve up tunes or any recorded program

material through the SixMix. Push your program back to you- computer

12"
eNONeenw

for recording or streaming. Need to send a separate feed to another PC or

server? There's even a dedicated S/PDIF port to handle it.

Factor in its cue speaker and automatic monitor muting, mix -minus out-

put, comprehensive headphone and monitor systems, plus a wealth of

output options and it's clear to see that SixMix will transform your laptop

or desktop computer into a full-fledged professional broadcast studio.

SixMix. You're on the air.

 (71:::. . - .
0 0 0 0
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Henry Engineering  503 Key Vista Drive,  Sierra Madre, CA 91024 USA  T: 626.355-3656  F: 626.355.0077  email: info@henryeng.com

www.herryeng.com



servos, etc. For more complex repairs a few
companies specialize in forensic recov-
ery of information. These are the same
companies used by the government
to gather information from drives so
they can prosecute bad guys. They
are expensive and not 100 percent
likely to be successful, but if you
really need to get the data, it may
be worth the expense.

One final note, make sure your drives
are formatted as NTFS or XFS, as op-
posed to the traditional Fat 32 format.
These formats utilize a concept called

journaling, which create restore points
over time. You may be able to roll-
back these drives to a point before
the crash occurred, thus only losing
data from the current day back to the
restore point.

The bottom line here is to make sure

you have a good backup system
and make sure there is a process
in place to ensure the backups are
timely and the integrity of the backup
data is routinely checked.
McNamara is president of Applied Wireless, Cape
Coal. FL
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802E'. Digital Exciter
 Internal Embedded Exporter option

(fully integrated HD solution in a single box)
 Unique fully -adaptive. real-time, pre -correction
 Software selectable HD power levels of -20dB.

-10dB, (or any power level in between)
 Hi -Res color LCD screen

for maximum clarity and accuracy
 Built-in stereo generator
 Built-in audio delay (up to 16.4 seconds)
 Multiple AES3 inputs
 Standard composite input
 Two baseband SCA inputs

(4) H.) Radio
Licensed Manufacturer

4111111111111111111111111111.111fr

800E Embedded Exporter
 Based on Embedded DSP technology

(more accurate and reliable HD Radio®)
 No hard drive or unreliable OS

(incredibly fast and stable)
 Compatible with IP based STL systems

(unidirectional or bidirectional)
 Uncompromised reliability when used with

Continental 802Ex

Special Pricing
for NAB Members

(*) No GPS Required when used together

More cool stuff... from the creative minds at Continental Electronics
www.contelec.com sales@contelec.com (214) 381-7161
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NEW full featured, professional consoles at amazing prices from A AKIS

modulEr

3 buses

2 inputs per ch

supports 2 phones

PC intErface module

control room Er studio

If you think that you

can't afford a new console,

then you can think again

NEW

M.A.R.C-15
from $4,999

ARC -15

$3,495

ARC -1011

$1599

The A7rakis 'Advanced Radio Console' series (A.R.C.) features analog

electronics, ultra -low profile tabletop design, all electronic switching

with LED lighted switches, a powerful telephone hybrid interface, a PC

sounc card channel for digital playback and recording directly to a PC,

and RJ45 ID connectors (with cables) for fast installation.

www.arrakis-systems.com 970.461.0730



Plug and play your next installation
with Radio Systems Millenium Broadcast
Consoles now with StudioHub+ inside -
the Broadcast Wiring Standard.

,
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ANALOG Two inputs per channel with fully agile - mic thru
line sensitivity on every input  Soft touch, LED lit ultra -wear
rubber keypads  Two stereo program buses with TEL mix minus

bus output  Up to four additional mix -minus outputs available
 Full metering and monitor section  Up/down clock/timer with
master sync capability  Complete GPI channel remote control
provided for all A & B inputs  Available in 6 / 12 / 18 / 24
channel frame sizes

DIGITAL AES / EBU or analog on any input channel  Mic
thru line sensitivity on every analog input  Soft touch, LED lit
ultra -wear rubber keypads Two stereo program buses
with TEL mix minus bus output  Ten fully programmable
mix -minus outputs - standard All outputs provided in
analog and digital simultaneously  LED VU or PPM meter-
ing and full monitor section  Up/down clock/timer with
master sync capability  Complete GPI channel remote control
provided for all A & B inputs  Available in 6 / 12 / 18 / 24
channel frame sizes

NETWORK Six IP audio Livewire channels with LCD selectors

 Local input channels with two inputs per channel / analog or
digital / mic thru line  Soft touch, LED lit ultra -wear rub-
ber keypads  Two stereo program buses with TEL mix minus
bus output  Ten fully programmable mix -minus outputs -
standard All outputs provided in analog and digital
simultaneously Full metering and monitoring  Up/down
clock/timer with master sync capability Complete GPI
channel remote control provided for all A & B inputs
 Available in 6 / 12 / 18 / 24 channel frame sizes



ANALOG is good. There are over 4000
analogM illenium consoles in service today

and we continue to manufacture and ship

analog consoles every day. That's because these boards

are inexpensive, sound great (with specifications that
rival and exceed many digital designs) and have enough
features for many small and medium market applications.

For more demanding applications, our analog consoles
optionally can be equipped with additional mix -minus
outputs. distributed output busses and redundant supplies

making them even more capable and still a great value.

VU

I°
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Going DIGITAL is a process. Radio Systems

eliminates some of the stress with our no charge Digital

upgrade program. For the life of your console we will
swap any analog plug-in card for a digital one (or vice -

versa) allowing you to gradually transition your studio
to digital. And, from day one your Millenium Digital
console will output pristine digital audio to feed your
air -chain processor and produce up to ten fully con-
figurable mix -minus feeds.

° +I +2
4.1114.004;3

At Radio Systems, our NETWORK
100 is IP Audio by Livewire`.

We've adopted this proven
multi -channel standard from Axia' and installed it in
our digital consoles. But we left local inputs as well to
create the perfect hybrid of stand-alone and network
capabilities. This way Millenium Network consoles
easily mix local studio sources and connect to all Livewire

enabled devices using standard Ethernet switches.

ii)ii Fr:71

StudioHub+' is the glue of our entire console line.
Use our award -winning CAT -5 wiring system to
simply and quickly plug any source into any con-
sole channel. Or, easily configure cus-
tom talent panels and even interstudio tie line

connections. And its value

doesn't end after the installa-
tion is over. RJ-45 connectors
allow new sources to be added
at any time and makes trouble
shooting easy.

radte 601 Heron Drive  Logan Township, NJ 08085  Phone: 856-467-8000  Fax 856-467-3o44  www.radiosystems.com

Livewire and Axia are registered trademarks of TLS Corp. StudioHub+ is a registered trademark of Radio Systems, Inc.
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Omnia 6EXi is:

AND EVERYTHING IN BETWEEN

A Tclos Company

Omnia, 6Exi are registered trademarks of TLS Corp. ©2008. All Rights Reserved.



The Ticket is a high-energy, locally focused sports talk
radio station in Louisville, KY. It is home to a fast -paced
talk show hosted by nationally know athletes, Kentucky
sports heroes and local celebrities Dave Ragone and
Scott Padgett. Every morning Dave and Scott bring

From this view, this looks like any other radio studio.

a unique take on the
sports world to the
Louisville and Southern
Indiana airwaves. The
station partnered with
Cascade Media's CW
network affiliate, WBKI-
TV to simulcast the show
on television.

The show would origi-
nate from the existing
WQKC air studio. The
medium-sized studio
was already built around
Graham Studios Radius -
XP furniture in the tradi-
tional U-shaped configuration. The board operator or show
producer faced the three talent microphone positions.
All LCD touch -screens and monitors were mounted on
Ergotron arms for ideal positioning. This type of studio
layout allowed for excellent eye contact and interaction
between the personalities. Because the furniture was an
island cesign, it also provided easy access to wiring.
Adding a TV show to the mix would however, prove to
be a difficult task. The limited floor space did not allow
for any tripods or camera mounts and four other live
shows needed to broadcast daily from the studio without
interrupting their workflow. A TV producer workstation

ommaive
BROADCAST FURNITURE

What if you could get more than you expect
and still get the lowest possible price?

What if you could easily enhance
your radio station's stature and image?

What if you could finally make your
"furniture headache" go away?

ft #
By choosing Omnirax as your preferred
furniture provider, you can!

Call for free CD Presentation!

P. O. Box 1792 Sausalito, CA 94966
800.332.3393 415.332.3392
www.omnirax.com info@omnirax.com

Clear Chatincl, NYC 20ati

Thy- Erigirittr's Choice!
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The four cameras are mounted out of the way
and are barely noticed.

needed to be constructed, and the show needed to be
delivered in real-time to WBKI-TV. The engineers from
both WQKC and WBKI-TV put our Heads together to
come up with a plan that satisfied the needs for both the
radio and TV stations.

Robotic mounts
In the air studio we chose small footprint cameras with

RF-controlled robotic mounts. These were installed
high on walls and on top of the equipment
countertcp rack. Three of the cameras were used
for close-up shots, however one was fitted with
a wide-angle lens for a bird's-eye view of the
entire studio. The robo'ic mounts allowed the TV
producer to be the camera operator and obtain
different shots without being in the studio. Full
wall-to-wall graphics with station and sponsorship
logos were positioned directly behind the hosts,
providing a backdrop for the set that included a
wall mounted 42" LCD TV. To enhance the show,
LED lighting was chosen for its brightness, low
power and heat requirements. It was important
that all video and control cabling was out of sight
and hidden from any camera shots. Standard
construction cable TV -type wall plates gave the
install a clean look. Quality LCD wall mounts
and hidden receptacles added to the design.
Finally, a smaller 19" LCD TV was installed on

Harris is Committed to
People Technology Service Broadcast Radio

Harris is fully dedicated to broadcast rac lo How do we demonstrate that commitment? By ensuring

that all our products meet the highest standards of reliabil ty. By using best- n -class processes to bring

innovative technologies to the market. By actively participating in the ceveloDment of new technologi-

cal standards. And by prioritizing quality and responsiveness to customer needs.

ONE Company. ONE Direction. The Future.

For more informa:ion, please visit www.broadcast.harris.com/radio, call +1 800 622 0022 or e-mail broadcastsales@harris.com

sdtc omm u

Communicationsn
ic a tion: '

RF Communications  Government Communications Systems  Harris Stratex Networks
www.harrls.com
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the side of the countertop equipment rack to provide the
hosts with a preview video feed.

For the video control point, a cubicle formerly used
for call screening was removed. This sat directly outside
the studio and provided the space to build a complete
video control center. An Omnirax Presto workstation was

The TV producer station is in the adjacent room.

chosen for its small footprint, dual four -space equipment
racks and countertop for video monitors. A Panasonic
WJ-MX30 digital A/V mixer was chosen as the primary
controller for video and camera sources. Two Lietech
Xpress I 2x1 video routing switchers were installed
to accommodate for all of the video sources. Ikegami
rackmount quad LCD screens provided individual camera
preview shots. An Ashley LX 308B line -level audio mixer
was used to provide the video producer with audio
monitoring selections. Two standard DVD players and
a Dell PC with a composite video card were used to
provide additional graphics and video footage. Plenum -
rated RG-59 cabling and Canare true 75 ohm BCP-C l
BNC connectors helped provide clean video signals at
all connections. A Telos Switch Console with Assistant
Producer software was installed at the Dell workstation
and provided the call -screening needs of the station. The
workspace ended up providing easy and ergonomic
operation by one or two people.

Simulcasting
To deliver the video and synchronized audio to

WBKI-TV a pair of Terrawave Communications TW-
400 IP-based STL transmitter/receivers were used.
The Terrawave accepted a standard -definition video
input, balanced stereo audio inputs and converted
the media to IP. Because the STL was bi-directional, a
nr-J:d.nce return feed was delivered back to WQKC

GRAHAMSTUDIOS
Designed for Quality, Function, Beauty...and Affordability

Our Master craftsmen,
the finest materials, and
computerized machines
ensure precise cutting
and a seamless fit for any
studio - big. small or in
between. Our commitment
to service, quality and fair
prices have made us the
number one broadcast
studio furniture manufacturer
in the world. Join us.

- Rod Graham, President

Serving Broadcasters for over 24 years
, www.graham-studios.com
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The static camera on the back wall
provides a view of the entire studio.

via the TW-400 outputs. To handle the bandwidth
requirements, a 10MB synchronous point-to-point fiber
circuit was constructed by the local telecom company
and installed with Cisco 2400 routers at each end.
The signal quality was excellent and delivered in real
time with extremely low -latency.
One of the difficulties of simulcasting the live show

was handling local content. Each station needed to
run separate local commercials, liners, news -feeds and
promos. To achieve this, we treated the TV station like
an affiliate. A mix -minus was set up, providing the TV
station with only the program material it needed. Liners
and radio -only audio elements were excluded from the
mix. WQKC uses the Broadcast Software International
and Cumulus developed automation system, OpX to

generate relay closures that would trigger the TV stations
commercial breaks.

The plan was to extend these closures over the STL to
WBKI-TV; however, a small prob'em arcse when we discov-
ered there wasn't any available bandwidth to send them
separately as a data channel on the lerrawave. Instead,
the program audio was fed through a pair of Circuitwerkes
SEN-6 Subaudible tone encoders. These would trigger the
TV station breaks by placing relay closure commands to
activate the subaudible tones in the automation playlists
at the exact time of the radio commercial breaks. The
Circuitwerkes encoders would inject the tones at low level
into the program audio delivered to WBKI. At the TV sta-
tion a Mueller T25-35SA subaudible tone decoder was
installed to decode the tones and trigger the breaks. The
result was a flawless and completely synchronized video
and audio feed that met the needs of both stations.

Merging radio shows and television isn't always an easy
task. The end result can be very rewarding, as it was
for WQKC-FM and WBKI-TV. Delivering the functionality
needed fora quality television product while not intruding
on a busy radio workspace was an important aspect
to the design and installation. In the end, they met the
challenges and needs of the constantly evolving content
environment while most importantly, keeping the listener
and viewer in mind.

Robinson is the manager of engineering and IT for Cumulus
Media, Indianapolis, IN and Louisville, KY.

A new standard for broadcast microphones.

3;1!
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Nautcl NV40 By Mike Woods

Nautel's design philosophy for RF transmitters has always been to use
solid-state technology. The improved redundancy and safety associated
with multiple parallel amplifiers is obvious; the primary challenge in

designing solid-state products has always been economics -related because the
cost of solid-state is proportional with power whereas as tubes are not. For many
years, 10kW has been accepted as the practical economic threshold of solid
state but the momentum of HD Radio at increased power levels enticed us to
challenge the norms. We wanted to design a solid-state 40kW unit that would
rival tube systems' prices but provide HD Radio readiness and all the redundancy

associated with Nautel broadcast transmitters. Rack
size, weight, cost and serviceability were just a
few of the issues on the design considerations list
as this product entered development.

Design of the Nautel NV40 transmitter began
in 2006 and was completed in
early 2008; the transmitter was
introduced to the market at the
2008 NAB Show. The NV40
offers 44kW maximum power
(analog). Its footprint is half that
of comparable transmitters, while
including an integral exciter with
adoptive pre -correction. The unit's
linear broadband design allows the
exciter to select the required presets
for operating frequency and output
power level, enabling the transmit-
ter's use anywhere in the FM band.
The product also offers advanced
instrumentation and management
via a user -configurable front panel
touchscreen. The transmitter is digi-
tal -ready, allowing a simple plug-in
upgrade to the HD Radio Exgine.

A 40kW transmitter manufactured with old tech-
nology would be at least 120 inches wide; the
NV40 is about half that at 65" wide. Our major
goal was to make the technology cost go down to
the end user while making the package the smallest
in the industry. One major challenge in reducing
the size was the combining and packaging of the
cooling systems and amplifiers and putting them
into a small enough space. To achieve this, we
designed a power module with eight amplifiers,
each providing about 375W, for 2,500W nominal
power and 3,000W maximum power per module.
The module is slim, providing a single RF input, a
single RF output and cooling fans/heat sinks all in
the same module. This transmitter has 16 RF power
modules comprising a total of 128 amplifiers, for
a total of 44kW in analog mode.

UPIERWROR OPRIRM
NSOMII Slain Remote Help

The advanced user interface (AUI) can be used
across both AM and FM platforms.
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OMB AMERICA
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APPLIED TECHNOLOGY

New challenges
The combiner was another challenge for us.

Rather than re -invent the technology, our innovation
came in the execution of the combiner including
the connection of the hybrid coupler devices,
again with the goal of optimizing the overall
size. Our engineers came up with a scalable
combiner that combines power amplifiers and
matches impedance (many 5052 inputs to one
5052 output) to a 1 OkW harmonic filter. We use
four of these filters in the NV40 and can use them
to easily create a variety of other power output
levels. This streamlines things considerably in both
engineering and production, with the benefit to
the end user of helping to keep product costs
attractive across the entire line.

The power supply was another way we improved
this product. Tube transmitters use a single, heavy,
iron power supply. In this transmitter, we can use
switch -mode power supplies and scale them to the
required level. This keeps the weight down and
reduces shipping costs. All the low -voltage power
supplies are fully redundant, and everything is hot
pluggable, allowing for fast swap -out if needed.
Two power supplies are provided for each RF
module, with each supply operating four ampli-
fiers in the module.

www.RadioN/agOnline.com

One of the
16 power modules
used in the NV 40.

Ns,
4.7.2

Studio Design & Fabication
RAM Broadcast Systems builds studios for most of North '

America's major networks, group stations, and news organ-
izations. RAM offers comprehensive studio design, fabri-
cation, systems integration, and components. Put RAM's 35
years of experience to work for you:

 Studio Design E Fabrication  Pre -Wired Systems
 Broadcast Furniture
 Switchers
 Computers

www.ramsyscom.com
800.779.7575

 On -site Installation
 Racks
 And Morel

RAM Broadcast Systems
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APPLIED TECHNOLOGY

Taking control
As the NV40 was being designed, we were also

working on the new NX family of AM transmitters. This

parallel design allowed us to create an advanced
user interface (AUI) that could be used across both
AM and FM platforms. Characterized by a large
touch screen display and embedded instrumentation
along with metering and status indication plus a TCP/

IP interface, this GUI serves as the dashboard for the

transmitter. One key feature is the built-in spectrum
analyzer. It isn't the first time a manufacturer has added

a spectrum analyzer to a product, but in addition to
monitoring the exciter; the spectrum analyzer covers
the entire transmitter. It's completely automated with

a top -down interface; the user selects the desired
mode to run and it pops up. Not only does the AUI
offer the full -function spectrum analyzer, it provides
comprehensive system monitoring and control down

to the individual module level and also offers a
constellation view of the HD Radio signal.

The transmitter's integral exciter does not have its
own user interface; because it is integrated into the
transmitter there are no pots or other adjustments
and all exciter adjustments are done through the
front -panel user interface. The exciter produces
about 200W of RF power, which then goes to
a 16 -way splitter and is fed to the RF amplifiers,

IEND2END
6300

eliminating the need for an IPA module.
Above the RF Power Module section is the Control

Board, which brings in all of the RF, dc and tempera-

ture probes; it does the appropriate monitoring and
protection of the transmitter and it streams 'hat data to

the front -panel user nterface. On the right hand side

of that board is the Remote Interface board, which
is completely user configurable. All of the telemetry,

status and controls can be dictated by the end user
so they can get exactly what they want in the way
of monitoring. It can be adjusted for single ended or
balanced control. On the Contrcl Board are some
rudimentary user controls should the Fran' panel user

interface become inoperable for some reason.
As with the Nautel V series transmitters the NV40

is designed for digital operation, but now we have
the capability of higher power levels with the 10dB
change in injection levels. The transmitter can use
Nautel's Power Bocst technology in hybrid HD Radio

systems to achieve higher digital power levels with
greater transmitter efficiency. We also have the abil-

ity to equalize combiner systems with our adaptive
equalization feature. This provides co-rection for
phase and magnitude response in the combiner
system, and it does it automatically.

Woods is the head of development for Nautel Limited.
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Tips, tricks, hints and more

Green is the word these days - using renewable things and recycling
the used ones. It helps the planet; sometimes it helps the wallet.
The concept is not a new one, especially to radio engineers. One

colleague used to call it "junking." The more adventurous call it "dumpster
diving." There are a lot of useful things thrown out as trash every day. While
much of it really is garbage, even a slight glance at another man's trash can
yield an unexpected treasure.

The first and safest place to look is in your sta-
tion's trash. How much of it could be re -used?
What wears out most often? And what is no
longer needed°

Landry is an audio maintenance
engineer at CBS Radio/
Westwood One, New York,

Do you have a tech tip?
Send it to us at

radio@RadioMagOnline.com

You can never ha
hardware. And some pieces,
especially small pieces, are often near -
impossible to find. Anytime you discard something,
harvest any screws, nuts, set -screws, small springs,
clips and e -rings. While you may not think of their
use right now, at some point during a minor repair
when a little clip flies off and can't be located, at
least you have one place to look for another one.
In the U.S., many metric screws and nuts are dif-
ficult to find (and the reverse applies in Europe -a
regular 8-32 screw may be impossible to find in
a hurry in Berlin or Paris).

By John Landry, CSRE

Many solid-state components are no longer being
produced. Once common, ICs and transistors are
getting hard to find and often they are expensive.
Anytime a piece of equipment with socketed ICs
is discarded, save the ICs. Likewise, save any
transistors and voltage regulators accessible and
easily removed. As an example MPS -U95 transis-
tors, 7407 chips, LM340T steel regulators, and
TO -66 sized transistors are immediately saved.
Op -amps in metal cans or 14 -pin dual types
(UA-739/TBA-231) are also desirable since a
lot of vintage equipment uses them. Similarly, any
memory chips probably have some value and
those should be saved.

Inductors and transformers are of limited use,
but you should save anything that might be
needed to repair another unit like the one you
are scrapping (such as a module from an audio
console). Potentiometers and switches should
only be retained if you know you will need them.
Capacitors should not be saved. They fail the
most and replacements are still easily obtained.
Rubbe- drive parts such as belts, idlers and rollers

from tape machines have little use and are
probably no longer good.

Anytime you see a large dump-
ster it might not be a bad idea to
peek inside to see what's being
thrown away. Most of the time it
is consctruction debris and there

is no further reason to look. Other
times you can be surprised. Some

of the things I have found in the past
year on the street include: a dumpster

full of Dell computers identical to ones
we still use at work; a pile of 3'x6' blue
tinted Plexiglas panels; a Carver stereo

receiver that worked; two guitar amps (one
mis3ing a speaker); filing cabinets (four- and

five -drawer); office desks; a pile of hundreds
of 16 -inch transcription record sleeves; a two-color
date stamp that says "NEED BY 10 a.m."; laserjet
printers; keyboards (that work); a three -speed dual
record changer; a box of 50 chrome C-90 cas-
sette tapes; hamper of several thousand CD jewel
cases (more than I could take home); And most
notably, a lifetime of tech manuals from the past
30 years by all of the major electronics component
makers. Sadly, that last dumpster had been out in
the rain. A treasure-trove now rendered as trash.
Luckily even wet paper can be recycled.
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XTREME3M351TX Digilink automation from A AKIS

If you thought that you couldn't afford new Automation,

then you should think again

The BEST Automation

system for Radio costs

only a few dollars per

month... COMPLEE !!!
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onl Sian per month

1 On Air software

1 Production software

1 Scheduling software

1 Newsroom software

1 Music schedulin]

Voice tracking

1 Phoner editing

1 Ball games

1 Bridge hardware

1 18 in x 3 out switcher

1 logic for 18 sources

1 2 players for Air B Cue

For less than the monthly cost of most cells phone programs... you can loin the hundreds of others on air with

Xtreme and the Solutions program. With the Solutions Program you receive the Xtreme software and hardware PLUS training,

phone support, and upgrades for a low monthly cost. Xtreme is the best automation system in Radio today and yet there is no

cortract with the Solutions Program. So you are not locked into a product if your station's needs change. Download Xtreme

software and try it out. Go to the Arrakis website now for more informEtion about Digilink-Xtreme and order today !!!

www.arrakis-systems.com 97D-461-0730
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Primera Technology
Bravo SE

By Gordon S. Carter,
CPBE CBNT

Have you ever seen a piece of equipment and thought it might be
useful to someone sometime, but certainly most people would not
have enough need to buy it? Wouldn't it be great if you could rent

the equipment just long enough to use it, and then return it?
The Bravo SE automated CD ripper from Primera Technology can be rented from

the company's website. Primera is best known for its CD duplicators and printers,
and the Bravo CD ripper is based on one of its automated duplicators.

The unit arrives with software, hardware, cables and simple instructions.
You will need a PC running Windows 2000, XP or Vista (sorry but the
software does not run on a Mac), a USB port and an Internet connection.
You will also need either 'tunes or Windows Media Player software

installed on your computer. It even comes
with pre -paid return shipping.

Setup is quick and simple: Install the PTRip

software, connect the unit to your computer,
and install the appropriate drivers.

You can put up to 20 CDs in the unit.
Once you have your (tunes or Windows
Media software options set, the unit will
take the top CD from the stack, read the
disc information and access the online CD
database (CDDB in the case of (tunes) for
information. If no disc information can be found
(i.e. you made the disc yourself), the unit will not rip
the CD. If the data is found, it will rip the CD, and
save the tracks to the location and in the format
selected by your program. An on -screen log keeps
you informed of the current status and what has hap-

pened with the previous discs. This makes it easy to
identify those that did not rip. If the software finds a
CD in the stack that has already been ripped (the
files are in the destination folder on the hard drive)
it will not rip it again.

After setting up the unit, I grabbed a stack of
CDs and tried to rip them. The computer I was
using was running Windows XP Pro, and had both

Performance at a glance
Identities CDs

with CDDB

Works with 'tunes
and Windows
Media Player

Rips multiple CDs
automatically

20 disc capacity

Weekly rental
program

Itunes and Windows Media Player installed. When
you start the PTRip software it asks you to select
either 'tunes or Windows Media Player. After you
select the software a screen pops up telling you
to change some options in the software and then
click OK to start. I tried the same set of CDs with
both programs to see how it worked.

With Runes everything worked smoothly. It took
approximately five minutes to rip a complete CD,
including retrieving the data from the Internet.
All the CDs I tried ripped just fine, except one

that was not found in
the database.

When I tried Win-
dows Media Player,

things did not work as smoothly. First of all, when
the disc was put in the drive, it began to play. If it

ripped the CD, it did so in real time. Also, several
more discs were not found in the database. After
experimenting, I contacted Primera's tech support.
They were pleasant, but unable to provide much
help. They explained that 'tunes and Windows
Media Dlayer do not use the same database, so
there will be differences in what they find, especially
for newer CDs. Most of the CDs I was using for
testing were new arrivals. We were not able to
resolve the issue with the CD playing. We tried
turning off autoplay for the CD (it was already off,
but we did it again), and several options within
Windows Media Player itself. Nothing seemed to
work. Since everything worked so well with 'tunes,

I suspect these issues are strictly within Windows
Media Player.

After I returned the unit I received an e-mail from
Primera about the Windows Media Player issues.
It was suggested to close Windows Media Player
when trying to rip the CDs. I was not able to verify
this, but it might work.
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Maybe by now you are wondering what practical
use this device is for the typical radio station. Most
stations only get a handful of new CDs added
to their playlist at a time, which would make this
a bit of overkill. Primera advertises this as a tool
for consumers to use to load their CDs onto their
computer or portable media player. However,
with a little imagination and ingenuity it could be
useful under some circumstances.

Primera Technology
P 800-797-2772

W www.primera.com

E sales@primera.com

Both Runes and Windows Media allow the user to
select the format in which to save the audio, all the
way from rather poor MP3 up to uncompressed WAV
files. Since the metadata is stored with the audio,
it is possible to use this when importing the audio
files into a station's hard drive playout system. It is

beyond the scope of this review to tell you how to
do this, but many of the automation manufacturers

have tools to allow you to
automatically ingest WAV
files with metadata. If your
station is changing format,
replacing its automation
system or hard drives, or
otherwise has a lot of mate-
rial to ingest, this just might

be the answer for you.
I would suggest that if you

are using this device, use
the ltunes player instead of
Windows Media, at least
for now. I would hope that
Primera can address the Windows Media Player
issues in the near future, or at least put some warnings

in their documentation. Otherwise, this is an excellent

unit with a very attractive rental arrangement. I

Robot Doc DOlobot SE

PIRip Status

C...01Moainkar3 Inge. *awl b Jew, two.
lapao S*I GO 4 Marays
Img. Swam. 4,47 *..7.3  7.107.< weaver siworme

PT Publisher software for Bravo SE

Carter is chief engineer of WFMT Chicago.

Editor's note: Reid Reports are an exclusive R.-,
for radio broudracters Eacl- report is prepared t., ..
a radio station. production facility or consulting company.

These reports are performed by the industry. for the industry. Manu-
facturer support is limited to providerg ban equipment anG tc i
author if requested.

It is the responsibility of Feder ^onvmP rn rr IhIsh
device tested, positive or neg.:. . ' .

endorsement or disapproval by H.AJ,L,

Don't take a chance with your timing needs. Trust
the name broadcasters have counted on for precision
master clocks and timing -related products for over
35 years-ESE. Our products accurately synchronize
broadcast operations using a choice of GPS, WWV,
Modem, Crystal or line frequency for affordable,
reliable, perfect time.

Visit www.ese-web.c DM tc witness world -class timing
systems that are designec for easy installation,
set-up and operation.

142 Sierra Street
El Segundo, CA 90245 USA
Tel: (310) 322-2136
Fax: (310) 322-8127

www.ese-web,com
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Rode Procaster By Jon Specht

The Rode Procaster is a broadcast quality mic. It has a similar look to
the EV RE -20 that's been the standard for the last 35 years in both AM
and FM on -air studios and production rooms. The Procaster's claim is

"a no compromise performance for applications in broadcast environments,"
not to mention the production rooms with its dynamic high output capsule.
And it has a internal pop filter.

Over the last several years, Rode has come up with a line of several mics
for every type of recording. The Procaster is Rode's answer to a new mic for
radio's on -air studio. Most radio stations and satellite radio stations still use a

non -condenser mic for on -air purposes. This is the
new version of that mic. With a familiar end -fed
design, announcers will easily embrace it. It has a

tight polar pattern with a design for ambient noise.
Plus it comes with a 10 -year warranty, which is
kind of unheard of in the mic business.

Being a dynamic mic, the Procaster needs no
external power, just the industry -standard three -pin

Performance at a glance
High output dynamic

capsule

Cardioid pattern

Frequncy response
75Hz to 18kHz

Internal shock mount
and pop filter

320 ohm output
impedance

10 -year warranty

XLR output. With the built-in wind screen, the mic
is one of the ultimate broadcast quality mics for
the 21s' century. With no phantom power and no
battery, it's a plug -in -and -go mic.

The mic is shipped with the RM2 stand mount,
which secures the mic with a screw -on assembly
at the base. An optional shock mount, the PSM1,
attaches in a similar way and uses a spider -cage
design commonly seen on other studio mics. The
bands on the shock mount are not proprietary like
some other mic shock mounts. While I doubt the
bands will break, they can be easily replaced
with generic alternatives found at local music and
pro audio stores.

This is a relatively heavy mic, not wimpy at all.
The optional shock mount holds it securely in the
intended position.

The Procaster is made by Rode in New Wales
Australia. Ken Sparkes, the voice of Australia, says,
"The Rode Procaster is one of the few microphones
to come on the market in recent years that I be-

lieve will become an industry standard for on air
excellence." Time will tell if this will come true, but
I agree that the mic has the potential to become
the radio industry standard with time.

And it's true, it does have that on -air radio
sound. For the price - about half the street price
of the popular choice with a similar look - it's a
good choice for a dynamic mic. It's bright with
a full body sound of a high -quality broadcastin
microphone.

Specht is the creative services director of KCFX-FM
and the image voice for 17 TV stations and four
radio stations.

Editor's note: Field Reports are an exclusive Radio magazine feature
for radio tr oadcasters. Each report is prepared by well -qualified staff at
a radio station. production facility or consulting company.

These reports are performed by the industry, for the industry. Manu-
facturer support is hinted to prowling ban equipment and to aiding the
author if requested.

It is the responsblity of Radio magazine to publish the results of any
device tested. positwe or negatrve. No report should be considered an
endorsement or disapproval by Radio magazine.

Rode
P 877-328-7465

W www.rodemic.com

E usasupporKarodemic.com
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Broadcast Software
Radio Automation

Simian - radio automation
and digital play out system

Audio Logging
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SkimmerPlus - professional
audio logging and skimming

CD Ripping
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Speedy- professional CD to
PC ripping and file tagging

Stinger- instant acess to
288 'rapid fire' audio files

1-888-274-8721
www.bsiusa.com

WaveCart - the original
on -screen cart machine

Full PC Systems

Complete PC systems -
witl- hardware and music

Music Library

MusicStore - thousands of
ready to play (tagged) songs

AudioScience - built for
broaicast, pro sound cards

Broadcast Software International
503 E. llth Avenue
Eugene, OR 97401 USA
Direct: 541-338-8588
Fax: 541-338-8656
www.bsiusa.com salesPbsiusa.com

Remote Control

Trigger & Relay Devices -
for GPI/0 & remote control
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by Erin Shipps, associate editor

Broad( ast headsets
Beyerdynamic

DT 790 and DT
797: The basis of these
new headsets is the
DT 770 PRO with the
addition of a pivoting
gooseneck microphone
boom, and one of two
microphone capsules.
Both models have been
built to thrive in highly
noisy environments. The

DT 790, with dynamic
microphone Ihypercar-

dioid), is specially designed with sound engineers
in mind, while the DT 797, with condenser
microphone (cardioid), has been developed for
use by commentators in live broadcasting situa-
tions. The powerful headphone -systems feature a
frequency response of 5Hz to 30kHz, providing
an exceptionally balanced sound characteristic.
The sound insulating housing and soft -skin ear
pads provide isolation from ambient noise and
the microphone boom makes sure the dynamic

into
any required position. The microphone boom can
be used at left or right side or can be moved into
standby (upper) position. The single -sided cable
will be available with a wide variety connectors
to accommodate any acmlicotion

800-293-4463; www.beyerdynamic-uso.com
info@beyerdynamic-usa.com

LED lamps
Ledtronics
3D A19 -style LED
bulbs: The 3D A19 -style
LED bulbs offer vivid, color-
ful lighting in many versatile
applications. The series
comes in a UV -protective,
plastic Al 9 -shape globe
covering that allows the
LED light to shine in multiple directions (three dimensions) while
still being protected from the environment. These hardy bulbs are
perfect in any situation that allows for standard 26mm Edison
screw base 120Vac attachments. These A19 incandescent re-
placement LED bulbs combine today's advanced Indium Gallium
Aluminum Phosphide and Silicon Carbide/Gallium Nitride LED
technology, standard electrical bases and a design that maximizes
illumination. They have a power draw of just 3.6W to 4.32W,
up to 11 -year LED operating life and seven sunlight -visible LED
light colors from which to select.
800-579-4875; www.ledtronics.com; webmaster@ledtronics.com

Surround mixing console
Klotz Digital

Decennium 5.1: j :al has str: J- -
lined the Dece J M to fulfill the requirements

for a wide range of surround 5.1 applica-
tions, making it a valuable tool for radio
surround productions. Moreover, the console
was also redesigned for easy operation of
surround sound in live broadcasts. Surround,
stereo, and mono sources can be mixed
and processed together. Depending on the
cu. -rent requirements, 5.1 surround sources
can be assigned either as single audio
channels on separate faders, or as a com-
bined 6 -channel -block to any single fader,
allowing easy cross fades. It with a
central DSP and control section, program-
mable function keys, and master fader. An
LCD screen is integrated to display audio
level meters, all important console functions
and parameters. Additionally, a totally new
fader module with motorized faders has
been developed, offering a couple of new
functions such as virtual multi layers, source
related signal indicators and improved ac-
cess to buses

678-966-9900; www.klotzdigital.com
sales@klotzdigital.com

Pro audio receivers
International Datacasting
Expanded SFX: The latest tamily of 'DC's IP-based
DVB-S/S2 digital audio receivers for professional
radio broadcast networks is now available in a
two -stereo pair configuration with an integrated
hard drive for split copy insertion. Audio codecs
include MPEG2 Layer 2, 3 and MC, as well as
MPEG4 LC -MC, HE-AAC/AAC Plus versions 1

and 2 plus enhanced Apt -x. Livewire from Axia
is also included for low delay and high reliability
distribution of digital audio over Ethernet to minimize

cabling and eliminate audio distortion caused by
high electrical noise environments.

613-596-4120; www.datacast.com
service@datacast.com
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Signaling device
Axel Technology
Mr. Light LED: Mr. Light LED is a compact and efficient signaling device, ideal
for radio studios, recording suites and radio control rooms. An internal high -intensity
LED array provides optimal visibility in any environmental light condition. As an
option, Mr. Light LED is also available in the double -sided version, fea'uring two
illuminated faces. Warning texts (such as on air, silence, etc.) are printed on transparent
films and can be chosen from the standard range or customized for your application. The display can
be constantly illuminated or blinking, and easily modified by replacing the film. With the included
bracket, Mr. Light is easily mounted to
the wall or to the ceiling. An optional,
additional bracket is available to allow
for easy flag mounting.

+39 51 736555

www.axeltocboology.com
info@oxohodmology.com

XLR RF filter/hum
eliminators
Markertek

Inline-EMCF, Inline EMCM: Even the
best starquad audio cables aren't immune
to RF signal attenuation. What's more, you
can never be certain about the quality of
installation on stage boxes and patch panels
at a venue. Be 100 percent sure with these
inline filters designed around Neutrik's EMC
XLR connectors. The EMC's integrated LC -filter

rejects RF interference and LF noise while
having no effect on balanced audio signal.
Use on inputs or outputs.

800-522-2025; www.morkortok.com
sales@mariortok.com

Harris Z/DX transmitter
interface
Burk Technology
Plus Connect HZ and Plus Con-
nect HDX: The Plus Connect HZ and
the Plus Connect HDX bring hundreds
of parameters from the Harris Z and the
Harris DX transmitters directly to the Burk
ARC Plus remote control, with remote
management via Web, software, dial -up
and front panel. A single serial connec-
tion reduces installation time and allows
detailed monitoring of parameters not
available via external parallel wiring.

800-255-8090; www.burk.com
sales@burk.com

MICROPHONE
AND MONITOR ARMS

New accessories! Yellowtec's award winning
product line for positioning micro-

phone; and monitors continues its
growth. The modular system has

been expanded by some new
mounting options: VESA 75

Adapter for Genelec near
field monitors, Ceiling

Mounting Kit, Wall
Mounting Bar

and Board No. I
(20"x12").

*pm

www.yellowtec.com

11.

r. YELLOWTEC
Heinnch-Hertz-Strasse 1-3
40789 Monheim, Germany
Phone +49-2173-967 315
e-mail: infoeyeilowtec com
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Aud e m at'
BroadcastingInnovation
www.goldeneagle-hd.com
Mani, FL USA - Tel: 305 249 3110
ussales@audemat-aztec.com

NEW PRODUCTS

Audio codecs
Mayah Communications

C11: Small, energy
efficient and silent
are the attributes

1.". to - given to the 14 dif-
ferent models in the
Cl 1 audio codec
family. The products
are fully based on
Mayah's Centauri II

know-how combined with the newest integration possibilities. Any of the CI 1 audio
codecs fit in half a 19" rack width and are 1 RU high. All 14 models provide audio-
over-IP according to the EBU N/ACIP standard. Additionally C1140/1 and C 1 160/ I
models support up to four ISDN BRI for transmission of audio with higher quality over
ISDN. Other CI 1 family members offer dual Ethernet interface or ASI interface. With
the optional interfaces CI I can be instantly turned to a POTS codec as well as it can
transmit and receive audio over wireless 3G/UMTS network. Advanced versions of
CI I offer a unique possibility of simultaneous transmission and audio logging onto
an SD card or USB memory stick offering the basics for customized system solutions
for regionalization, local jingle insertion or later re -transmission. C I 1 supports all up-
to-date coding algorithms of the industry: from G.711/G.722 and MPEG Layer 2/
Layer 3 to MPEG4 HE AACv2, MC RD and Linear (PCM) audio with resolution up
to 24 bit. Optionally there's an Apt-x/Eapt-x range offered.

+49 811 55 17 0; www.mayah.com; info@mayah.com

Find the mic
winner

September issue
Congratulations to

Jim Morris
of KBXB, Sikeston, MO.

His name was drawn from the correct
entries for the September issue. He won

a Heil Sound PR -40 from Heil Sound.

The mic icon was
in the display c..f
the Sony reverb
to the right of tl-e

console.

www.heilsound.com
No purchase necessary. For complete

rules, go to RadioMagOnline.com.

Voice casting
Vcreative
Vcreative Voice: This Web -
based voice casting system
offers radio stations fast turn-
around on commercial reads.
Scripts are posted to a team
of professional Vcreative Voice
talents, and a dry voice-over
may be returned in as little
as 30 minutes - guaranteed
within 24 hours when using
the "All Swim" first available
feature. Specific voices can
be chosen from online voice
demos, or you may select
Vcreative Audition which al-
lows you to choose between
multiple reads of your copy
- recommended for any cli-
ent that is looking for a very
specific voice. Vcreative Voice
uses the Vcreative system
which keeps all data, includ-
ing scripts audio files, out of e -
mails and streamlines the work
flow process. Vcreative Voice
integrates into all Vcreative
products and 5,

800-497-9305
www.vcreativeinc.com
info@vcreativeinc.com
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Powered mixer
Tapco

:41FIMWbma.-7
loaclaya3

Mix1OfxP: With v of 10101

power (500W + 500W) using a new
cooler -running Class -D design, this
powered mixer provides enough flexible
connectivity to get the job done. Included
Series 69 EQ optimizes clarity and low -
end at a touch of a button when powering
TAPCO Series 69 passive loudspeakers.
The Mix1OfxP is a full -featured 10 -chan-
nel ultra -lightweight mixer providing 10
premium mic preamps, accessible via
XLR inputs, two stereo 1/4" inputs and
two RCA inputs. The built-in stereo 20 -bit
multi -effects processor facilitates profes-
sional mixes at any live gig.
425-487-4333; www.tapcoworld.com

sales@tapcoworld.com
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Pro

DA795 Digital
Audio Analyzer

* J(

U Now You
ZCan Solve
Digital Audio

rill Problems!
W We Can Help!

1.605.339.0100
1.800.736.2673

sales@sencore.com

www.sencore.coa/products/da795.htm

For Performance Spaces
or Production Places

Acoustics First'
Materials to Control Sound and Eliminate Noise

From practice spaces to professional recording studios, we can help
you get the materials iou need to fit your application and budget. Our
procucts include acoustical foams, fiberglass panels, diffusers, bass
and corner traps, vibration contrcl, acoustical wall fabrics, ceiling tiles,
modular enclosures a -id various other acoustical materials.

1.888-765-290
Web: http://www.acousticsfirst.con

1444 PEs
moorAwom

Presenting the Armstrong Transmitter X -1000B
Brinc major market sound to
your radio station with tVe dual.
hot-swappable 600 Watt RF modules
capable of 150% modula-ion in
Armstrong Transmitter's X -1000B.
(1KW HD & DRM ready AM transmitter).

Engineered with the latest technology
advances. X-10008 offers high
reliability and built-in redundancy.
Get ready to save money while
improving your sound and reliability.
Call us today!

4 ARMSTRONG
AlTRAINJSN/1111-E1=1 CORPORATION

Tel 315-673-1269 A sales@armstrongtxxom A www.armstrongtx.co
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Custom -printed Pro Panels
Auralex Acoustics

Sonic Print Sonic Print custom -printed
Pro Panels are fabric -covered acoustic
absorptive panels designed as artwork.
Users are no longer limited to single
color fabric choices, and can now outfit
any space with paintings and drawings
of any kind. Auralex is also currently
negotiating several licensed properties
to provide additional graphic options.
Auralex Elite Pro Panels are designed to
reduce unwanted room reflections, slap
and flutter echoes and provide a more
pleasing and accurate listening environ-
ment. They have a fiberglass core with
chemically -hardened edges. From stock
2'x2'x 1 " and 2'x4'x 1" panels perfect
for small room environments, to custom
4'x8'x2" panels enabling full -frequency
control of large spaces, Pro Panels provide

professional, aesthetically -pleasing acoustic treat-
ment in any facility. All Pro Panels meet the Class
A fire rating per ASTM E84, use in areas with strict
fire codes. Standard wall -mounting hardware is
included with all orders for easy installation.

317-842-2600;
auralexinfo@auralex.com

Digital dual mixing deck
Hercules

DJ Console Rmx: The Hercules DJ Con-
sole Rmx is a digital audio console designed
for mobile and advanced DJs. The console
includes a number of quality features such as
a solid metal casing with non -slip pads, broad
surface, accessible buttons and knobs, precise

and comprehensive controls, a built-in audio
interface with four inputs and four outputs.
The console comes with Virtual DJ 5 DJC
Edition software, which includes features and
settings specific to the Hercules DJ Console
Rmx. It is a MIDI controller compatible with
other MIDI -controlled software applications
allowing DJs to mix the music files stored in

WMA, OGG and CD A 14-, cr,d (tunes.

+33 (0) 2 99 08 08 80
www.hercules.com/us

NVel) monetizing
Stream Guys
Revenue Stream: Revenue Stream is a subscription -based service available to broadcasters and service providers who wish
to otter premium audio and video content over the Internet. Revenue Stream allows programming to be monitized over the Web
in lieu of an ad -supported model. For the Revenue Stream service, Stream Guys currently supports Windows Media audio/
video and Icecast MP3 audio, with QuickTime and Wowza-enabled Flash audio and video support in the works. Stream Guys
can enable subscription controls for existing streams or launch a completely new service, using its existing aggregated server
infrastructure to provide a robust streaming platform for gloHI -+,-rnet delivery

707-667-9479; www.streamguys.com; info@streamguys.com

SW"NIRNIMMI/17/17E0M,

AM - FM - HD - INTERNET STUDIOS
WE BUILD RADIO STATIONS I

www.sierramultimedia.com  479-876-7250
Since 1971  HD Radio Specialist  SBE Certified in Digital Radio Broadcasting
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Active
loudspeaker
Mackie
SRMv2: In addition
.o the renowned active
electronics and rugged
polypropylene cabinet
featured in the originals,
the SRM450v2 features
high-tech Class -D, fast -

recovery amplification, and ultra -efficient switch-
ing power supplies along with a lightweight
neodymium woofer and an all -new titanium dome
compression driver. It is 11 pounds lighter than its
p-edecessor and now cast in a distinctive midnight
blue enclosure. The SRM450v2 features a built-in
300W class -D, Fast Recovery LF amp/100VV
HF amp and weighs 40 lbs. The SRM350v2
features a built-in 165W class -D, Fast Recovery
LF amo/30VV HP amp and weighs 26 lbs

800-898-3211; www.mackie.com
productinfo.4mackie.com

Online pool creator
Emmis Interactive
Confidence Pool: This custom online
product,provides media websites with NFL
weekly pick -'em pools that engage audiences.
The interactive game can also be used for
non -sporting competitions, such as reality and
aware shows. Bring some friendly competition
to your community with this highly adaptable
game that enables users to match wits using
personally ranked predictions for any number
of single or season -long events that fit with your
brand culture. Participants can create leagues
to play against family, friends or competitive
coworkers, and multiple leader boards keep
track of all the 7.

866-366-4702; emmisinteractive.com
CCompbell@EmmisInteractive.com

NEW PRODUCTS

Scalable UPS
MGE Office Protection Systems
Pulsar MX: Sold under the MGE
Office Protection Systems brand,
Eaton's Pulsar MX Frame is now
available in a 10RU configu,ation.
Accommodating Eaton's Pulsar /VX
5000 RT hot-swappable power and
battery modules, the new Pulsar MX Frame gives
users a low -entry cost to scalable power in one easy -
to -populate modular system. As witn Eaton's larger 20kVA

16RU (28") frame, the same power and battery sub -modules can
be used for both the stand-alone Pulsar MX RT 5kVA uninterruptible
power supply and the modular chassis, which significantly reduces
the entry cost to scalability. -hrougn this innovative approach, users
can decide to acquire a cost -competitive Pulsar MX 5000 RT and
migrate to a fully scalable, redundant solution using the Pulsar MX
Frame while still using the original power and battery sub -modules
of the original 5kVA stand-alone

949-268-2156; www.mgeops.com

Single -channel mic preamp
T1ansaudio Group
Daking Mic-Pre One:
Essentially a single channel
of the Mic Pre IV, the Mic Pre
One features switchable phase,
20dB mic input pad and +48V
phantom power, plus a select-
able I/4" line/hi-z instrument
input, all utilizing relays with
gold bi-furcated contacts. Two large knurled
aluminum knobs control the variable high-pass
filter (0-200Hz) and continuously variable input
gain, which is complemented by a full -width,
20 -segment bi-color LED meter. The rear of the
unit offers a Jensen transformer-isolatec mic input
and fully -balanced XLR output, plus a 1/4' line
output. A fourth connector introduces dc power
from the external power supol. tc, the ^it

702-365-5155; www.transaudiogroup.com

UMENTATION AS PART OF THE
PROCESS

E SUPPLY PRODUCTS FROM THE MOST
OPULAR MANUFACTURERS

,& CUSTOM FURNITURE AVAILABLE

S CAN BE BUILT ON -SITE OR
LT IN OUR FACILITY AND DELIVERED
TO PLAY.
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X/Y Stereo microphone
Audio-Technica

AT8022: The AT8022 is designed
for broadcast and professional
recording, offering a coincident
capsule configuration that allows
for a smaller housing. It is ruggedly
constructed to protect against dam-
age from day-to-day use during field
recording. The microphone is also

fully RoHS-compliant. It offers an 80Hz high-pass
filter for easy switching from a flat frequency re-
sponse to a low -end roll -off, and comes equipped
with a professional stand clamp, windscreen and
soft, protective pouch. The AT8022 operates on
either a 1.5V AA battery or 11-52Vdc phantom
power and is supplied with two cables (one
balanced, one unbalanced). This mic is ideal
for use with handheld digital recording devices,
and its compact, lightweight design is works well
for stereo field recording. Its innovative capsule
configuration produces an accurate stereo image
in a smaller housing.

330-686-2600; www.audio-technica.com
sales@atus.com

Portable mixer
Pioneer New Media
DJM-700: The DJM-700's
high quality construction
uti izes a high -rigid-
ity chassis that
minimizes noise
from unneces-
sary vibration,
as well as a dual
sh eld structure to elimi-

nate entry of digital noise
and full balanced output circuitry.
Internally, the DJM-700 sound quality is
re -enforced with a high quality 96kHz/24-bit
digital sampling system. Analog signals from
the player pass through the mixer at the shortest
signal route, digitized by a high quality sound
A/D converter and reaches the digital mixing
stage with the best possible state. The mixing is

carried out by a 32 -bit DSP with ideal filtering
to produce the best sound without deteriorating
the sound quality.

800-527-3766; www.pioneerusa.com

Dual Port Adapters
P.1. Engineering
Y -mouse: The Y -mouse series of dual port adapters incluces the USB Adapter (converts standard PC mice
and keyboards to USB); Dual Mouse Adapter (use both a mouse and a trackball on a single PC port);
Dual Keyboard Adapter (use two keyboards on the same PC port); Dual Monitor Adapter (connect two
monitors to a single computer vide, is and accessories.

517-655-5523; www.piengineering.com; sales@piengineering.com

www.nautel.com/expectmore/

More engineers.
More innovations.
More award winning
introductions.

Learn More
at www.nautel.corrt/expect?,,

204R.3
PIC 1HIT

nautei
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Basic NEC with Broadcast Applications
Author: J.L. Smith PE - Publisher: Focal Press/Elsevier

By John Batson, technical editor, RF
This book is strongly recommended; it is a new and almost unique tool
for the radio engineer. NEC -2 was developed at Lawrence Livermore

Laboratories and is available as a free download. It was later somewhat
eclipsed by NEC -4. This book is a comprehensive document explaining and
showing how to use NEC -2 to design directional antennas. Much of the
material included can be used in connection with NEC -4 programming.

Apart from the very clearly and explicitly presented method of us ng NEC -
2, the book includes a CD that demonstrates its use and provides a usable
tool for directional antenna design. But it does not stop there. NEC -2
tends to be less than user friendly to the broadcaster: therefore, this book
leads the user by the hand through the various steps in creating a JA,
and also makes it possible to fine tune an existing DA by investigaing
each portion of the design and achieving the best possible circuit values.
Computer application is easy, does not require tie use of Fortran and the
program runs happily on XP.

Included in this valuable book are many applications and test questions. The answers to
these questions will be found in the CD together with explanations. It is obvious that the
book was written by an engineer for the engineer engaged in the design and operatic n of
directional antenna systems.

The author has had a long broadcast career and entered the field in 1946. He later became
manager of broadcast systems engineering for Collins Radio. He is now retired after
participating in many FCC actions and international coordination projects.

All I Want For Christmas Is A

Balsys Studio!

BALSYS
The Balsys Companies provide
a full range of services:

 Studio Conceptual Layout featL ring
optimum workflow and flexibility

 Custom Furniture design and
fabrication

 Equipment Specification
& Procurement

 Project Coordination
 System Prewiring,Test,

& Documentation
 On -Site Installation &Training

The Balsys Companies
89C Carter Road #150

Winter Garden, FL 34787
Tel: 407-656-3719  Fax: 407-656-5474

www.Balsys.com  Sales@Balsys.com
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Condenser microphone
MXL Microphones
USB.009-24: The MXL USB.009-24 features

24 -bit A/D and D/A converters
with up to 96kHz recording capa-
bility. This microphone also makes
a terrific choice for re-recording
voice tracks. Compatible with both
USB 2.0 high speed and USB 1.1
protocols, the MXL USB.009-24
is a true plug -and -play device de-
signed to interface with both PCs
and Macs. Plug the included USB
cable into an available USB port,
and the computer will configure
itself and the microphone without
the need for any special drivers or
an external power supply. The new
MXL USB.009-24 is designed as a

general-purpose studio condenser microphone.
The MXL USB.009-24 features a 32mm pres-
sure gradient condenser capsule with a gold
sputtered diaphran

800-800-6608; www.mxlmics.com
sales@mxlmics.com

Integration
[in-ti-grey'-shuhn] - noun

1. an act or instance of combining into
an integral whole.

It should have been our middle name,
but it wouldn't tell the whole story.

Customized Automation Systems

Studio Design and Project Management

Broadcast Equipment with Exceptional Pricing

Complete Turnkey Installation

Broadcast Equipment Repai

On -site Troubleshooting and Maintenance

For broadcast integration. sales and service
there is only one name you need to remember:

Lightner Electronics Inc.

Your l iltimatc Solut ion.

Toll Free: 866-239-3888

Fax: 814-239-8402

www.LightnerElectronics.com

Portable surround mic
Holophone
Portamic 5.1: Like the
H4 Suoermini, the Portamic
features a 2.5"x1.5" mic
head with six separate mic
elements arranged to cor-
respond with the typical 5.1
speaker setup in a studio or
home theater. This patented
design allows users to easily
capture, from a single point
source, a discrete surround re-

cording that gives listeners the experience of sitting
in the best seat in the house. The Dolby Pro Logic II

encoder allows the mic's six audio channels to be
encoded to two channels. The surround -encoded
audio is output to both a stereo mini plug and six -pin

balanced mini XLR. To ensure a quality recording
even it loud environments, the mic features a unity
gain control and a 1 2dB pad

416-362-7790; www.holophone.com
info@holophone.com

(i) New Model 81030
 LCD Display
- Quick Reading
- Accurate Reading

 100mW-10kW
-Standard Elements
-2 to 2300 MHz

 Watts or dBm
-Microcontroller

 Portable
-Rechargeable

Rugged
-No Moving Needle

 High Value
-Competitive Price

Coaxial
Dynamics

Tel: 440-243-1100 email: sales@coaxial.com
Fax: 440-243-1101 web: www.coaxial.com
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Two -channel mic pre
Automated Processes Inc.

Arsenal Audio R20: The Arsenal R20 is a
meticulously detailed and solidly constructed
dual -channel microphone preamplifier. Designed
from the ground up by API's design team, the R20
features low -noise, high -quality inputs for both
mic and instrument in a rack -mount chassis with
internal power supply. Each channel includes
rotary gain control plus individual toggle switches
for phantom power, phase, pad and mic/instru-
ment input selection. The dual mic preamps each
offer up to 55dB of gain, while each front panel,
high -impedance instrument input provides a
maximum of 31dB of gain. Each channel's pad
switch attenuates the mic input by -20dB, or the
instrument input by -10dB. A pair of traditional
analog VU meters with separate peak indicators
is used for output metering. Both XLR and
outputs are fully balanced.

410-381-7879; www.apiaudio.com
service@apiaudio.com

-FIROUGHTHES
,CHNOLOC:

industry backed by unparalleled customer service Our customers enjoy educed

downtime and lower maintenance costs thanks to PTEK s superior performance

and reliability Our prodccts employ the latest technologies and are burn in the

USA at our facility in Silicon Valley

Serving the Broadcast World
Supenor per'ormance and ,eitabilfry Made In Me USA Unparalleled ruston, servtce

IPTElli

Active studio monitors
Klein + Hummel
0 810 and 0 8 70:
Now thattou e ri pro-
duction facilities require
high -quality monitoring
systems that can accurately
reproduce anything up to
the latest 7.1 discrete high -
definition formats, Klein +
Hummel has developed
the 0 810 and 0 870
subwoofers to surpass these
new demands. The 0 810 and 0 870 subwoofers are the
perfect complement to Klein + Hummel's range of monitors
and can be used either as a unit dedicated to reproducing
the LFE channel, or as a way to provide low -frequency exten-
sion and increased maximum SPL for the main loudspeakers.
The built-in 7.1 Channel High -Definition Bass Manager is
compatible with all formats from mono to the latest 7.1 high -
definition systems. Eight channels of analog, or an optional
eight -channel 24 -bit 192kHz digital input card, ensure flex-
ible interconnectivity for modern studios. The latest amplifier
technologies and acoustical components have been used to
ensure the most accurate sound re prod 7,n possible.

+49 711 45 89 30; www.klein-hummel.de
sales@klein-hummel.de

411ISMALLER) WONDER

00*-
,

11 1.0471MHz
a

The new AudioScience ASIE921 tuner adapter packs 8 radio tuners into a single

6.6" PCI card. That's half thU space (and half the power) of cider analog tuner

cards. Keep tabs on up to 3 AM or FM channels simultaneDusly, including
RDS/RDBS info, al from a tingle antenna input. Monitor or -ecord in PCM and

MPEG-1 layer2 anc MPEG-1 Layer 3 (MP3). Eight not enough? Install up to 8 cards

in one system. Wir down XFIVista and Linux drivers available. To find out more

about our small wonder, ca I +1-302.324.5333 or go to www.audioscience.com.

(wilrfactswozr,ot) www.audioscience.com
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Studio subwoofer
KRK Systems

KRK10: The industrial design of the
KRK 1 Os leverages KRK's research and
development into baffle design and
fabrication. The subwoofer's curved front
matches the best-selling Rokit and VXT
monitors' diffraction reducing shape, mak-
ing the KRK 1 Os the perfect complement
to either of these products. It is also a
great addition to other active or passive
monitor setups, thanks to its integrated,
adjustable crossover and numerous back -
panel connection options. Additionally,
updated electronics include a ground -lift

switch for combating less than perfect electrical
and audio grounding and a bypass footswitch that
allows the subwoofer and crossover to be easily
enabled and disabled. The bypass footswitch
allows users to easily switch a mix from stereo or
2.1 /5.1 sound environments. Improved ampli-
fier heat sinking results in lower distortion at high
power levels and the KRK 1 Os has a lower noise
floor than its predecessor
954-316-1580; krksys.com; orders©krksys.com

Contact us today
%Nee.

em'tnd.out about
Rbi:s online RF

EAT- 44(-7

partnersactirelyisp witp, a number of quality-focused,o
-driven rgikriialions. Corild you benelit by

ircenen'ingi;erilof ihisielite association?
'

ft

r1

888-830-564El rsicorp.cor
'rttaiiiV *IC IMP"' Ir

Digital automation Platform
Broadcast Electronics

Audiovault V -Flex: This platform ad-
dresses the operational challenges of multicast-
ing, voice tracking and Web streaming with
personalized setup, advanced segue editor,
sophisticated asset management, multi -thread
interactive collaboration and more. Personal-
ized studio mashups combine studio tools and
applications from more than one source into
a single workspace. Announcers and produc-
ers can profile workspaces unique to each
show, workstyle or for operational continuity
throughout the studio environment. V -Flex lets
users choose and define task icons from a large
pallet of operating functions. Advanced segue
editor offers seamless voice -tracking and local-
izing multiple stations from a centralized studio.

-Flex handles complex segues; it can even do double donuts. Plus,
talent can manipulate fades, audio levels and other characteristics
of segues. V -Flex has a better, faster search engine and more tools
to categorize and manage audio assets for personalizing and
repurposing music libraries for new channels on the air and on
the Web. A multi -thread engine enables talent in separate studios
to work collectively off the same loa in real-time

217-224-9600; www.bdcast.com; bdcast@bdcast.com

UPGRADES and UPDATES
Audio-Technica has released a straight -cable option
for its flagship ATH-M50 headphones. The ATH-M50s
is identical to the original except for the cable.
(www.audio-technica.com)...The Neutrik MR -Pro
will include extended mass storage RAM capacity
of 512MB to store 16 times as many test signals.
All earlier MR -Pro units can be factory upgraded
with the new memory. (www.nti-audio.com).. Orban
has released version 3 of its 1010 Opticodec-PC
streaming encoder. which now supports the Real Time
Messaging Protocol (RTMP), the protocol that Adobe
Flash Media Server 3 uses to stream data, audio and
video via the Internet, as well as Icy Shoutcast, Icecast
2, and standards -based RTSP/RTP MPEG-4/3GPP
protocols. (www.orban.com)...Izotope is now shipping
its ANR-B Adaptive Real-time Noise Reduction Unit.
(www.izotope.com)
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Composite low pass filter
Broadcast Devices
LPF- 1 00: This stereo baseband low-pass filter is a 10th
order, linear phase electronic filter designed to reduce
baseband noise levels while not materially affecting stereo
performance or modulation depth. The LPF-100 can be
used when noise from studio to transmitter links, processing

equipment or stereo generator anomalies interfere with
SCA performance or where noise levels are high enough
to induce multi -path -like effects in received signals. Poor
phase response results in poor stereo separation due to
pilot phase error. Poor amplitude balance causes cross
talk between main and sub channels resulting in poor
stereo separation. The LPF-100 offers minimal group delay
error and good pass band amplitude response. Phase
and amplitude errors are within the correction range
of most modern stereo generators. Minimizing noise in
the stereo base band has another important benefit in
today's digital broadcasting environment. Less transmitted
noise from your analog transmitter means better mcsk
performance when adding in band on channel digital
broadcast carriers to an existing system. Less interaction
between analog and digital signnk k a plus for better
digital performance.

914-737-5032; www.broadcast-devices.com
sales@broadcast-devices.com

Audio level controller
Audessence

ALPS -3: Taking control to the next level, the
ALPS -3 features full remote -control via both
GPI and Internet (IP). For situations where
audio parameters need to be changed on a
regular basis, fully -flexible scheduling software
is provided. All processing parameters can
be remotely altered by automation systems
to reflect changes in broadcast content. Per-
ceived loudness, dynamic range and peak
level are suitable for all situations where some
combination of these three must be powerfully
yet unobtrusively controlled. Every processing
parameter, including all thresholds and time
constan's, can be accessed ond modified under
PC control via: RS -232 serial, Ethernet/Internet
or USB (front panel). GPI port allows automatic
control and change -over from hard -disk play -out

and automation systems.
+44 1444 880 444; www.audessence.com
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3- ID FIX

Automatically switches between two AES Digital AJclio signals cr a stereo analog signal.
Analyzes digital signal errors (CRC, bit, framing, etc.) and checks for loss of audio on th3 digital signal. User programmable

TECHNOLOGICAL
LABORATORIES 800.606.8851 INININ.TITUSLABS.COM

Check Out Our Family Of Consoles... 20 versions

MX8R List $5,200)

MX18E List S8,600

(DYNAMAX consoles have been a
rel able product for small to medium

sized Radio Stations since 1991.

 3 to18 channel configurations
 24 or 36 inch wide frsmes
 2" or 3" wide modulr options
 4 Output Buss (two Stereo

and two Mono)
 Metering for all 4 Outputs
 2 - 4X1 auxiliary inputs standard
 Mic preamp on first two channels

./
215-547-257) DYNAMAXSAN DIES

available!

MX8L List $5,200

www.sandiesusa.corn MX SERIES MX12L List S6,300
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Online form creation
Lima
Eform-Connect: Eform-Connect is an applica-
tion that provides a way to seamlessly fill out forms,
capture form data, and electronically sign forms.
Both forms and data can be distributed electroni-
cally throughout the entire enterprise via secured
network connections. Lima will work closely with
your form creators to ensure form data is captured
to your precise specifications. As part of the Lima
Database Hosting and Application Service, valu-
able form processing functions include: Balloon
help, field validation, auto -fill of specified data,
powerful report tools, analytics and real-time alerts.
After your customized Eform-Connect package has
been created, it is available for download to your
desktop or online, from lima's online distribution
center. Once the system is enabled, your forms are
available for fillout, signing and printing.

877-426-7338; limacorp.com

info@limacorp.com

GALLERY

Swiss Army Knife of
RFTOf F Broadcasting!!!

Chrerau/OVV
Ael "'net I

MicTel - Mk/Line to Telephone Interface
D Outputs & Inputs for telephone handset, cellular

phone or balanced line level at up to +10dBm.

Operates up to 36+ hours on two 9V alkaline batteries.

D User-switchable, internal limiter prevents clipping.

External power input with battery backup.

D Individual gain controls for send, receive and phones.

Get info on this S
other great remote
products at www.circuitwerkes.con;

am so ow .1_ INLAIL,

r-CIN

AC connectors
Neutrik
32 -amp Powercon: Neutrik's en-
hanced 32 amp Powercon is a locking
three -conductor ac connector system with
contacts for line, neutral and pre -mating
ground contact. The system is ideal for
high power distribution systems and supplies for
professional audio and lighting equipment and installations;
it replaces appliance couplers wherever a very rugged
solution, in combination with a locking device, is required
in order to guarantee a safe power connection. The system
consists of two connectors: a chassis receptacle and an
inline cable connector with locking mechanism. Powercon
can be used as a power supply interface for industrial
applications and has the advantage of a secure locking
system, not available with standard ac power connectors.
The connectors fulfill all current UL safety standards and is UL

recognized. The Powercon is a connector without breaking
capaciiy, and should not be connected or disconnected
under load or I ye situations.
732-901-9488; www.neutrik.com; info@neutrikusa.com

,Transcom
orporation

Fine Used AM & FM Transmitters

Authorized Representatives for all major equipment manufacturers

USED FM TRANSMITTERS
1 KW 2007 Crown FM1000A (new), solid state
1 KW 2007 Crown FM1000E (new), solid state
2.5 KW 1984 Continental 814R-1
3 KW 1996 Henry 3000D-95, single phase
4 KW 1984 Harris HT3.5
7+HD 2005 Harris Z16HDC IBOC, solid state
7+HD 2005 Harris Z16HDC IBOC, solid state
10 KW 1986 Continental 816R -1A
10 KW 1995 Nautel FM10, solid state
14+5 KW 2005 BE Fmi1405 (IBOC) HO, solid state
20 KW 1985 Harris FM2OK
21.5 KW 1989 Continental 816R -2B
35 KW 1986

tfra

BE FM35A

AM TRANSMITTERS
1 KW 1996 Continental 314D, solid state
5 KW 1982 Harris MW5A
5 KW 1987 Harris MW5B
5 KW 1988 Harris SX5A, single phase
10 KW 1985 Continental 316F
10 KW 1985 Harris MW1OB
12 KW 2000 Nautel XL12, solid state

EXCITERS USED MISC. EQUIPMENT

*New* 30 W synthesized exciters Marti STL 10 System
Used Harris Digit Exciter Marti STL 15 System

NEW TV TRANSMITTERS
Special Discount Pricing On:
VHF and UHF TV Antennas (10w to 10kW)
TV STL

Please visit our web site, www.fmamtv.com for current listings or
CALL US FOR A QUOTE!

2655 Philmont Ave. Suite 200, Huntingdon Valley, PA 19006
800-441-8454 215-938-7304 Fax: 215-938-7361
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KIM J
MOORETRONIX

BROADC AST A INDUSTRIAL LL LC I Rt,'.c

Our 5th Year
Our client list continues to grow. Thank you

for your confidence and equipment purchases.

We Re -Condition
Pacifi Recorders BMX AMX, ABX aid
RMX, Stereo -Mixer and Mixer News -Mixer

products.

Now available. the MOORETRONIX GPI interface.

This is a direct replacement for the PR&E CI -2 interface.

Use where OPTO ISOLATION is needed between your device
and console logic. Each module comes with connectors, pirs and

instructions. Optional mounting panel for 8 modules and

2 Warning Light relays.

Tel: 800-300-0733 Fax: 231-924-7812
WWW.MOORETRONIX.COM

The Ultimate IBOC Receiver/Translator
Designed to accommoGate "full envelope" baseband signals
(IBOC and analog), Fanfare's new age receiver/translator, the
TRO-1, is fully self-contained and does not require an IBOC
exciter. In fact, it arrives -eady for full deployment under all
existing FM modulation forms. The TRO-1 offers considerable
versatility requiring only connection to the receiving antenna
and a linearized PA.

At the heart of the TRO design is patented NTP-based
technology, which enab es the TRO to establish a noise floor
that is often below normal measure. Such significant noise
reduction manifests itself in significantly increased sensitivity
and adjacent noise rejection.

fahfaNefm
P.O Box 386 Lancaster ttY 14086
Website "www.n&rfm.com"

1-800-268-8637
FAX - 866-791-7443

Email "prointS,Pt5n6refmcom"

High -Power ATUs

"111

AM Antenna Solutions
Reach Farther, Sound Better!

LBA is your trusted supplier br IBOC-ready AM antenna
systems. For over 40 years %rye have been designing and
manufacturing reliable Directronal A-itenna Systems,
ATU's, Multiplexers, Combiners. Cellular/PCS Colocation
Isola ors, and RF Components fpr all pcwer levels.

Choose an LBA system and jo n thousands of satisfied
broadcasters in the US and worldwide!

LBA can design, manage, in5tEll and finance your com-
plete RF project. Call us for a free technical consultation!

Factory Dealer For:

Comer

Di 3Iexer/Triplexer RF Components
Systems

LBA Technology, Inc.
3400 Tupper Drive, Greenvi le NC 27834

800-522-4464 / 252-757-0279 Fax 252-752-9155

www.LBAGroup.com SINCE 1963

fitillwiTrrsiogILOWMTS

F

Transmitting & Audio Tubes
Semiconductors

Taylor
Eirnac

Ampere x
MA/Com

Immediate

Shipment

from Stock

Motorola
Toshiba

Thompson
Mitsubishi

 Se Habla Espanol  We Export

760-744-0700 800-737-2787
Fax: 760.744-1943

www.rfparts.com
E mail:

rfp@rfparts.com
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0A795 Digital
Audio Analyzer

Now You
Cdn Solve

Digital Audio
Problems!

We Can Help!
1.605.339.0100
1.800.736.2673

sales@sencore.com

www.sencore.com/products/da795.htm

Broadcast Engineering
Propagation Software

Lor4ey,e m Haw. Using Terrain -3D

n.

Professional software packages for FCC
applications and predicting coverage.

Create stunning "real -world" coverage
maps and interference studies using
Longley-Rice. TIREM. ITU-R P 1546-1,
PTP, FCC and others with Probe 3"4

sr Search FM channels under spacings and
contour protection using FMCommanderrM

4 Prepare AM skywave and groundwave
allocations studies and map FCC contour
coverage using AM -Pro 2'm

4Plot STL paths and coverage over 3D
terrain with Terrain -3D'"

"VS
commuNicAno,,. eng,neenng,,,,g
..........c....., software

oft The leader in broadcast

www.v-soft.com 800 743-3684

Elevated Radial System
 Easily Inspected

 Less Expensise

 Performs equal to or bettrr than a hurled

system

 Requires less labor and materials to install

 Fully complies with FCC requirements

 ('an utilize the land below the system for

farming, storage buildings, etc.

 FREE system design with purchase of an

des ated radial system from \ ott 1 td.

Phone 505-327-5646
Fax 505-325-1142

not( ltd
3801 l.a Plata Ils
Farmington, \%I t S. 87401
email: info(' nottftd.cont

onyestigater r:11

Now included:
3 -second USGS Terrain
Block Level census data
The Antenna Structure Registry Database
Ore set of National Geographic TOPO! Maps

Things are no longer locked together. With
mull pie monitors, move the Job control, station
table, and other tool
boxes to one screen
then expand the map
to fu I size on another.
The map is now a
resizable rectangle.

It is easier than ever
to keep your clients
informed or to create
your FCC engineering 4 I
exhibits. Just create the contours and show
the cities put some labels and arrows on to
Identify everything, save map to clipboard.
and paste it into your word processing program.
You can also export the contours as KML files
to display on Google Earth.

Our White/Gray tool is the latest development
 Nithe program. We try to give our clients the

Is they need and have requested.

rfSoftware, Inc.
tov angineringtools

alex@www.rfsoftware.com

52-367-1700

Low Co sg Solludons
for Studio Confroll

1- The Studio 'Slave" Auxiliary Relay Pack
8 form C contacts for switching

- functions ranging from low
level audio up to 2 amps

of AC or DC. Momentary.

continuous and DC input control.
Steady state and flashing Solid State

Relay driver voltages and much more.

Only $189 00

2- The Studio Solid State Relay Pack
A switching interface that can switch up

to 5 amps of 120 VAC for powering

'ON AIR' or 'RECORDING* signs.
or other alerting indicators. May be
driven directly from the DME Studio
SLAVE. WC PRO 2. or the users 5-15VDC sourc

Only $85.00

3- The Mic Pro & Mic Pro 2 Microphone
ON -OFF Controllers

The Mic Pro is a lighted switching interface for the

Studio SLAVE, and similar competitive products,
while the Mic Pro 2 is a stand alone microphone

ON -OFF controller and will directly drive the Solid
State y Pack. Both Mic Pro's are also designed for mic

control of low cost mixing boards with "Insert' jacks.
Only $76 00 tor the original Mic Pro and $95 00 for the Mic Pro 2

For details on these and other innovative products

for the broadcaster please visit us on the web at:

www.dmenglneering.com

DM
2174 Chandler St. Camarillo, CA 93010

805-987-7881 800-249-0487

FCC Certified
FM Stereo Transmitters

OFT OH -THE -MR, STOW OM-THE-RIR!

V SOW RF output continuous duty!
V Auto protect, auto soft fail, auto restore!
V Automatic battery backup!
V Digital display of all parameters!
V Simple to install!
What's the bottom line? To stay on the air! The PX50
was designed with that in mind! Auto monitoring of all
parameters, with automatic power reduction and restore
on VSWR and temperature errors! No more down time
AND no more trips to the tower site! Plus the PX50 is
FCC Certified under parts 2, 73, 8 74 (PF3PX50) and
Industry Canada approved (IC: 4318A-PX50) so you
never have to worry about non compliance! Make your
life easy with the PX50 from Ramsey!

THE ORIGINAL...
"STITTIOM-11141-BOX"

Since the introduction of our
"Station -In -A -Box" hundreds have

been put in service worldwide!
From temporary locations, rapid deploy

meat installations, to emergency broadcast facilities,
there is no quicker way to get on the air!

Custom designs include full audio production and con-
trol, record and playback of CD's, CD -R's, MP3's, MD's,
and cassettes. Quick deployment antennas with LMR
cable make installation a breeze. When you simply
have to get on the air anywhere, rely on the proven and
original "Station -In -A -Box" from Ramsey!

ramsey
RAMSEY ELECTRONICS, LLC
590 F8185 Station Dine, Victor, NV 14564
800 446 2295 585 924 4560
www.ramseybroadcastcom
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Top Newsrooms Have It.

Yours can too!
The NM -250 MKII with optional USB interface is

quickly becoming an industry standard. Add our RM-35 Rack
Mon,tor and AS -428 Scanning / Dual mode Audio Switcher and
you'll have the TOP Newsroom workstation solution at a price

your GM will I -we.

Contact your dealer to see how affordable
the RAP solution is!

II II MI

C C. C! C. C. 0! at
NM -250 MKII

(id

1111111

RM-35
Stereo Rack Monitor

11111111111111111111

11111111111111111111

-

Aeedio Switcher
AS -428

www.dixonsystems.co
TO)765)17-)
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CLASSIFIEDS
FOR SALE

Acoustics First
888-765-2900

Materials to Control Sound
and Eliminate NoiseTM
http://www.acousticsfirst.com

Raiff°
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ONLINE RESOURCES FOR RADIO PROFESSIONALS

Find everything Radio
magazine has available by
product category or by
section - online.
Developed by the editors of Radio
magazine, our one -stop categories give
you quick access to all the great infor-
mation you expect from Radio
magazine. Each one -stop offers Field
Reports, technology reviews, features,
applications and more.

Radio magazine one-
stopsinclude sections on:

 Mics
 Codecs
 HD Radio
 Consoles & Mixers
 Automation
 Processing
 Routing

and morel
Exc usive sponsorships o Radio magazine
one -stops ore available. Contact your Radio
magazine market manager today.

Get your own copy!
Each month, the
Radio Technology Leader
brings you the latest
must -read information
abou radio broadcasting:

FCC Update
Managing Technology
Trends in Technology
*Facility Showcases
Field Reports
New Products
RF Engineering

Radio
Bata lifesaver

:11(440

_ MIME

To start your own FREE subscription, go
to subscribe.RadioMagOnline.com?tc=nn6007

and complete the online form TODAY!
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SIGN OFF www.RadioN/agOnline.com
by Erin Shipps, associate editor

Do you remember?
In the mid -1970s, Harold Hallikainen modified

a Moseley TRC-15 remote control with what was
named the TEL 171. It proved very popular and was

eventually manufactured and sold with TRC-15s by
another manufacturer. Hallikainen's story:

Back when I was the chief engineer for an AM/
FM station, we were inspected by the FCC. The
DJ on duty had a lot of trouble reading the meters.
Besides the zero and calibrate controls, and their
interaction, DJs just could not read meters. Also, the
TRC-15 had several scales, some of which were
two times another scale. So, I'm with the FCC
inspector at the transmitter site where we're running
a Bauer 707. The inspector drops it to night power
(250W), then calls the DJ and asks for the meter

Sample and Hold
Radio Listenership Still Strong
Naysayers beware: American's are still listening to the radio

According to an American Media Services nationwide
telephone survey, radio listening continues to remain strong

and Internet radio is gaining popularity.

American adults listen
to the radio daily

Turn on the radio when
they get in their cars

Listening the same or more
than they did five years ago

Listened on the Internet
in the past week, up from
23% six months ago

Expect to listen to radio over
the Internet in the future, up
from 38% six months ago

Source: American ' pa Services

readings. The DJ gives him day (1kW) readings
by reading the wrong scale (since all readings
were about twice the night readings during the
day). The inspector was not impressed.

My first modification to the TRC-15 was to replace
the calibrate control in the circuit with a fixed resis-
tor that made the meter read high (excess gain). I

then put the calibrate pot across the meter, making
it a shunt gain control. The interaction between the
controls was gone. You adjust the zero, then the
calibrate, and the the zero was still good.

Hallikainen's modified Moseley TRC-
15 with his TEL171.

But, DJs still could not read the meter. Since the
TRC-15A uses a voltage to frequency converter to
send the voltage samples to the studio, I tried using o

frequency counter at the studio. This was complicated

since I had to subtract the zero frequency and adjust
the timebase for scaling. It was really too complicated

(microprocessors were new at the time).
So, I then discovered the MC14433 dual slope

A/D. This output a multiplexed BCD reading from
-1999 to +1999 for voltage inputs of -1.999V to
+1.999V I ran through 3 CMOS chips to a UART.
The logic had a digit counter and a multiplexer.
When the ADC finished a conversion, it reset the
counter and routed one of the ADC digit select lines
to the strobe input of the UART, causing the UART to

send the BCD for that digit along with a Iwo bit digit
identifier (the counter value). The output of the uart
went through an optical coupler so the ADC section
could float, then to an XR2206 FSK modulator.

The studio hod an [M3900 based band pass
filter to get rid of the TRC-15A control tone, then
an XR2211 FSK demodulator, then into a UART
and some more discrete logic that sorted out the
digits and sent them to the front panel display
board that had CD4511 BCD to 7 -segment LED
latch/driver chips. The display board also had a
bipolar PROM that we'd program for each station
that would place the decimal point in the proper
locaticn for that particular metering channel.

The rest of this story is online at
www.RadioMagOnline.com
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MEET THE SQUARE
The Wheatstone E2 (E SQUARE) gives you the convenience of Ethernet audio without all the IP hassle. It

just knows. The built-in Setup Wizard lets you configure an entire system with just your browser and a
laptop. Unplug it when you're done and there's no PC between you and system reliability.

SQUAREs are totally scalable: use one as a standalone 8x8 studio or transmitter site router, with browser
access from anywhere. Plug two together and have a standalone digital snake. Add a fanfree mix engine and
build yourself a studio using analog and digital I/O SQUAREs.

All the power is in the SQUARE. Distributed intel-
ligence replicates all configuration data to every unit.
Profanity delay and silence detection are done in the
SQUARE. Even virtual mixing (w/automation protocol)
-it's in there; all with real front panel meters, 32
character status indicators and SNMP capability.

88E DIGITAL ENGINE. Just plug an E -SERIES control surface or GLASS E
computer interface into this engine and get all the mixes, mic and signal
processing you need. Fanfree, so it can stay in the studio where it belongs.

Because the E2 system doesn't rely on a third party
GUI, tech support is straightforward (and 24/7). Like-
wise, system operation doesn't require external PCs for
continued full functionality. Best of all, 1 Gigabit protocol

eliminates the latency and channel capacity
restrictions associated with older technology.

E -SQUARE is Ethernet audio done RIGHT!

Studio 1

E -SERIES
control surface

STUDIOS

88D I/O: 8 digital inputs and outputs. You can headphone monitor and meter
any of the SQUARE'S inputs or outputs in real time. The 32 character
display gives you all the information you need about your audio and
system configuration. And because you can operate in either 8 -channel- r' ,'F ed.

: 11111111 11111111 f

88A 1, . its and outputs. You can bring a nevi.
seconds and of course use the front panel encoder for your X -Y control.
Front panel status LEDs give you continuous link, status, and bit rate
information as well as confirmation of any GPIO activation.

: 0 NM
88AD I/0: 4 analog plus 4 digital inputs and outputs-perfect for small

stud oc srmdalonp

88 110 CONNECTIONS. E nds Dow DB-25s ror puncnolocK interface and
RJ-45s for point-to-point interface. All SQUARES have 12 individually con-
figurable opto-isolated logic ports that can be either inputs or outputs.

DONE EASY!
digital engine

<->=1111111.111.1111.< >

8x8 I/O
-->

16x16 1,0
-->

standard

layer 3

Ethernet
switch

<--->

<--->

Ex8 I/O

digital engine

8x8 I/O

<--->

www.wheatstone.com ViAleacAtseitcortes



While the two usual suspects slugged it out in the loudness war,
w s let develo led the ultimate weal on for the REAL challen s e:

Basic loudness is simply not the draw it was in the last century.
Today, with so many options for audio delivery, getting and
keeping listeners means you need to SOUND GREAT across
all media. That's why we developed VORSIS - to deliver clean
compelling audio that cuts through the muck without fatiguing
those all-important ears.

With Vorsis, we rethought the whole process - developing
new tools to let your station deliver the best possible sound to
each and every one of those 20th century radios, not to men-
tion the great new standard and hi-def radios being produced
in THIS century.

With Vorsis, you're never stuck with your processor's signature
sound. You have a full toolset to create your own magnificent
sonic signature - one your listeners can key into just by scan-
ning the dial. For the first time, you have the capabilities of
bringing true fidelity to FM, AM, and HD/DAB radio.

Intrigued? Call us or visit us on the web to learn more or set
up a demo. You'll be happy you did. Vorsis - more listeners
listening more.

WHEAT STONE Radio has evolved. Your sound should too.TM

phone 1.252.638-7000 I www.vorsis.com I sales@wheatstone.com


